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'PROJECT BACKGROUND

:, .1. SUMMARY

In 1970, a TaSk Force organized by4 the Association of
American Med,cal Colleges (AAMC).compiled-data on eki,sing
trends in =the recruitment and retention of minorities in
medical schools and recommended.strategies and goa s for
increasing minority group participation in'medical education.
The soal, de'fimed bythe Task Force, was the achievement of 12,
percent epresentatIon of minority grolips'in the composition 7,
of the, medical school student'popuration by the 1975-19761
academic year, an increase from the level of 2.8 percent 'of'
the 1970 medical school student body. The Office*of Health
Resources -Opportunity (OHRO) of the Health Resources
Administration is concerned with the degree to which the AAMC
Task Farce goals`fi7Ve'.been achieved and the extent to which
its:recommendations were implemented.. Further, OHRO
recognizes the ,need fo'improve the methodology for analyzing
and evaluating the prdgress.of minprity groups within the
medfcaleducation system. Actordilgly, The-Orkand Corporation
was asked to conduct an exploratory study ofU.S. medical
schools' efforts to achieve equal representation of minority
students. -That study has been condensed and updated and is
presented in this monograph.

PROJECT OBJECTES

,The basic objectiies of the exploratory evaluation project
may be summarized as -follows:

Assess-the degree to which-the goals established by
.

the AAMC Task Force have been met and the extent to
which the recommendations of the Task Force report
have been implemented.

. .

.. ze 4fr A nalyze the programs-and activities,ithat'have beenV 4

initiated to .increase minority enrollment and
retention and determine, to the extent feasible,
their costs -and impacts. , .

,.

I

The findingi, corresponding to7each of these majoi' objectives,
are discussed in the remaindef of this summary andiin the
relevart chapters of this report.

.`
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ANALYSIS OF AAMC TASK FORCE GOALS 'AND RECOMMENDATIONS ,

.

-Summary of Findings

The principil findings of the analysis of the,AAMC Task
Force goals and recommendations are organized'by a_discncsinn
of the following: enrollment trends, WiTlment of the AAMC
enrollment goal, stages and interrelatibnships in the medical

' education pathway, and implementation of AAMC Task Force .

recommendations: .. a

'
0 " . a

. . t .

- Medical School Enrollment Trends. The,principal findings
with regard to.enrollmenterends are:

J

'The combined, minority total enrollment increased frOm
1,737 students in 1970-/9.71 to '4,524 in the 1975-1976
academic .year. As a percentage' of total enrollment;
combined minority enrollment increased from 4.4/0.7
percent for the 1970-.1971 academit year'to8.1.
percerit for the 1975-1976 academic year. However,
total minority enrollment has leveled off in tge.most
recent yeAri-and ho-increase.in the proportion of
minority students enrolled Was achieved in the
1975-1976 .academic year In the 1976:1977 academic
year, 4,715 minority students--comprising 8.2 percent
of the total student bodywere enrolled.

When firstyear class enrollment, the most sensitive
measure of.change,'is considered, the rate of change
is lowered. 'Although the number of minority students
increasedsubstantially,'the proportion of minorities
ih the first-year class increased less thall,two
percentage points between the 1970-1971 and 1975-1.976.
Academic years. The 1975-1976 levels represent a
drop in 'both absolute and,relative terms from
1974-1975 when combined minority enrollment reached A
high'of,10...1. percent of =the first-year'class. .In the
1976:1977 academic year, minority students comprised
.only 9.0 percent of the fiist-year-class.

. , w

The decrease in the absolute number and proportion --8 .}
first-year minority students between the 1974-1975
academic years occurred at a time of, general
elipansion in the size-of the first-Year class. The
most significant component of ,the decrease Was for-
Blacks who comprised 7.6 percent of the first-year
class in 1974-1975, Only 6.8 'percent in 1975-1g76,
and 6,7 percent in..1976-1977."-- As Blacks comprised
6.3 percent of the 1970-1971 first-year class, tie
overall.incRease of Black -enrollment from the
,1970-1071 to.1976-1977 academic year's was less thah
one-half of one percent.-
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a

In\order to obtain a measure of the truehumber of
'fliatriculants in .any one year, it'is critical that' the
first-year class repeaters he cons=idered separalpely
from the non-repeating,*first-year medical schodl
students. Adjusting.the enrollment data for
repeater t decreases the proportion of filst-year
'minority Students by a percehtage point or more,
depehding on the academic year.

.

Fulfillment of AAMC Enrollment Goal. The princiPat
finding regarding the relationship between enrollment' trends'
and=tite,AAMC enrollment goal is: , 7

. I

,. . . v.

The principal god]. set by the AAMC Task Force in 1970
swas'the achievement of proportional represen h of
minority populations in the,medidal school first,y
clasI enrollment by academic year 197Z-1976. This
AAMC,goal has not been met, and for the combined
minority populations, only 50 percent of the required
number of first-year. minority,students necessary to
meet the,p6pulation parity goals were enrbiled in the
1975 -1978 academic year (exclusive of repeaters). As
npted above, both the 1975-1976 and 1976-1977

.

enrollment levels representy a Zecline from the
1974-1975 levels.

Stages-and Interrelationships in the.Medical Education,
Pathway. The principal tindings with regard to the movement
of ETATTirity,students through the medical education.pathway are:

ea

Non - minority high school graduates have consistently
had dlmost double the prabability of.entering.college-
than did Black high .school graduates over the trite
period studied. In the 1970 -1971 high school:
academic year, 52.0 percent of the non-minority high
school graduates entered collegeas compared to 26,7
percent of theip.ack high school graduates. This
teverely_coutrains the size of the 'Black applidant:
pool from which medical students are drawn.

Theproportioniof Medical school applicants to'
college first-year entrants (foui years,prior to
application to medicA school), remained-relatively
stable.over,the period from 1973-1974 ,through
105-106,_and was not.dramatically-different for
non-minority, combined minority,, Black, and Mexican
American students. In the 1975-1976 academic year3
the proportion was 2.6 percent ,for. non-minorities and
2,2 percent for minorities. .

1 A



. The ratio of .students, act lly receivinvoffers to
'medical school applicants as been higher for -

minority students than for non-minority_ students
'throughodt the three 'year period (1973-1974 through
'1975,1976) for which data are - available., During this
period, an average of 43.1'percent of minority*
applicants received offers, as compared to 35,-4
percent for non-minority applicants. .Further, the
proportion of medical'school applicants 'actually
entering medical school for, `the first time istalso
higher for minority,applicants (39.7 pertent) than_
for non-Alinorityapplicants (33.7 percent). - These.
differences appear to result- from the medical
schools' desire to increase minority enrolment 'and
the adoption of admissions- policies desi
achieve thatjoal.

Although based only on data for two academic yeais,
comparison of the first-year.repetitiorp rat,,e`s for ,
minority and non-minority studebts shows that the

._repetition, rate for minority students (11.7 percent)
is roughly' 10 times the rate (1.2 pettentr for
-non-minority students.

. IMPLEMENTATION OF AAMC.TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS,

The principal findings with regard to the implementtion,
of AAMC Task Force recommendations are*:

'
Thk degree of- implementation of the'recommendation
that student aid at-the undergraduate level be
increased cannot be evaluated from available data:
Data on student and institutional aid do.not slow the
'breakdown of such aid between minority and

, non-minority groups.,

No tingle'organization has taken the, responsibility
fOr tjle Centralized coordination, solicitation,-and
distribution of financial assistance, to minoritr..
students as recommend'ed by the AAMC Task Force....
National Medicat-Fellowships, Inc. has, however;
continued.and expanded its role as a,major source. of
both financial aid and informatiOnjor minority
medicar'students. di ''

..
. -
. .

.

...," There has been no effort to establish an "edUcational
opportunity bank" as a long, term solution. to the
problem of medical student financing: 4,

. -

..

-4-
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Ther.e.has beep no implementation a the AAMC Task
: -,

Force reCommen&ation to'estabrish a network gf
..', 'regional centersCto.provide factual and ersonar

. jnformation about. career opportunities For minority-'s."dbnts. ,--.

°
---\ ,

.-

.-4,
-

o -SAnce=1970,-th AAMC Office. of Mitiotity..StUdeni
.-VAlfairs-has--as.recommended-by the Task Force--

ded,bOth in the number of personnel asSignpdand -
he functions.it,arrieSout. The Office: has been'
Tumental in orgatizing data collection_activitits

'atedto-mi oritx enrollment and iedisseminating
ormatlon o minority 'related-policies-and

programs. It h s also cooperated, in an effArt to
revise the Medic 1 College Admissions. Test in order
to.mtnimize racial and cultural biases.

'.-

6 4 4 : /

ANALYS S OF-
1

MINORItY'MEDICAL-STUDENT PROGRAMS
J

The 'principal fiddings derived fr4 the analysis, of
minority medical student programs may-be summarized as follows:

Until Fiscal Year 1974,''funds administered by the
Bureatt of Health Manpower .(BHM) played 4 sharply
increasing Tole .in the education ofhealth
professionals, including students.einrolled in schools,

.-of medicine. However, the Federal 1)rogram of Health
Professions,SCholarShips ekplrediin June 1974 and
categolical'seneral scholarships and direct loan
activities ROT health professions students were
decreased substantiallyN The decrease in scholarship
funds-sfrom Fiscal Year 1974 levels; coupred. with
reductions in other funding categoties, resulted in a

'total reduction of $103 Million in available-BHM.
funds between the 1973-1974 and the 1975-1976
academic years.-

Although the proportion of BHM funding allocated to
'minority students is not known, the substantial
decline in funding levels, after a generally
increasing trend of funds support, has had what-
appehrs-to be. major effects 'o*the enrollment levels
of minority students in medical schools.
Specifically; -the drop in BHM funding has apparently
resulted in a significant drop inhe number of
first-year minority students while the number-of
first-year non minority students has continueto
increase

4



With respect to recruiting activities, -a r view of
medical s.chools self'-eategoriution of pro raMs for
the 1974-19751tadetic-year srilAred la visits
and summer programs were. most frequently e ployed,
Information on program quality and cost wa not
available. . -*-

Academic aid programs consisted primarily,if tutorial'
programs:and a special pre-entry summer pro,:ram
during the 1974-1975 academic year. It app ars that
the-pre-entry summer program is found more ,ften at
institutions that,have a_higher proportion of

. minority first-year students, but the natur- and
diorection of the causal-links cannot be dem nstiated.
from available data.

Nonelof the relationships between school '.'

characteristics and minority enrollment appeared
significant although certain regional differences
were found to exist.

. ,
..

. .

T here are severe limitations in
)

the availability of
,comprehensive historical data 6oncerning the
presence, cost, and quality of minority related
programs.' Comprehensive analysis of program impacts
must await the development of afdata base containing
basic program information.

CASE STIUDYFINDINGS

Despite the limitation of'the case study approach-
including the-sMalr number of schools surveyed--certain
general conclusions can be drawn which complement the
statistical analysis presented earlier.. These-conclusions may
be' summarized as follows:

All schools surveyed have.become more active with
respectto recruitment of minorities and have
increised, often significantly, the,number of
minority students. This has led to serious
competition among schools forThpalified applicants.

a The effort to increase minority enrollment, is also
refledted in the willirIgness of medical colleges to
utilize alternative criteria for admissions. Several
institutions have decreased their emphasis on MCAT
scores and Grade ,Point Averages.

' Both admission and retention of minority students are/
being hampered by oor pre-medical counseling and
preparation,. Hen ex medical Institutions are playing
an increasing ro in both areas.

.
a

I
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is continued concern-, but 1
about minority Student attrition
-although several schools reported
areas. ,--

MingTity enrollment had become an
the agerOla of most schools prior
the AAMC-report. Hence, the AAMC
to reinforcq:rather'than,laitiAte
attftudes,-poticies, and programs

ti

4
ittle factual data,
and'repetition-
a decrdase fn both
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changes in
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I T . INTRODUCTION

PROJECT BACKGROUND

In 1910, a Task Force of the Association of American .

Medical Colleges (.RAMC) was organized to set objectives and
define methodologies to increase minority group,participation
in the-medical pxofession. The Task Force compiled data on
the existing trends in the-recruitment andretention of
minority students into medieal schools; set goals for 1975 and
intervening years with respect to targets _far minority,greoup
patticipatiOn in:medical education; and'made recommendations
opepossible strategies to increase the percentage of
minorities entering the Medical school.pathway,1 The 'goal
define 0 by the Task Force was tim achievement of 12 percent
representation of minority groups'in the Composition of the
medical school student populatiom by-197S, an increase' from
the level of-2.8 percentof the 1970 medical school student--
body,..

,

-In order to meet the -goal of equal reprtsuLtationof
minorities, the'Task Force set forth the following :
recommendations:

4

- 1

.

Increase Federal financial assistance at all leves*
of the university educational system

Increase ,short-term and lorig-term financing.
minorjty medicer students

, Establish a network of regional centers to provide ,

information about career opportunities for minority
students in. the healt rafessions

c

Expand the AAMe-Office of Minority Student Affairs Eby
seeking.neCessary 'additional funding.

1 ,

"A Report of the Association of Otrican Medical Colleges Task Force to the

inter-Association ComMittee on Expanding Educational Opportunties in Medicine
for Blacks and Other Minority'Students," Ail, 1970. ;

° .

pr
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The 'Office of Health Resources Opportunity (OHRO) is
charged with deieloping and implementing policies which .

provide four the assurance of equal opportunity for minority
group members in pe fields of health" education and -delivtry:
'This charge empha izes the role of OHRO in healn mangPwer,

.

deIelopment and-training programs which'is a primary fsponsi-
,

bilify and activity of the Health Resources AdMinistrativn.
AnAmportant,.Component of this activity is' the understanding ,
of how minority group members are, recruited, and Maintained in
the- 4ducational pathway leading to"educational degrees that
qualify' minority group. members to practice medicine. !The
study of-the dynamics and linkages that affect the minority.
.group members' relationships with the medical education system
provides a b sis for the design and implementati-on of specific
program acts sties that attempt to achieve equal representation
of miaNittgroup membefs in the health profession..

.
Ak

4..
..

. Gillen,this policy ndate, the Office of Health Reiources
Opportunity(OHRO): i conjuncti9n with the Office of , '

Planning, Evaluation, and Legislation-(OPEL), contracted with
TheOrkand Corporation in 1975 to undertake an exploratory

. evaluation on project to:

A.sSess-the degree_to-.1which the goals- established by
the RAMC Task Force have bell. met and the extent to
which the resommenations of the Task Fotce rept)ft
have been implemented. -

Analyze the prograMs.and activities that have been
initiated to incleae.mingrily'enrollment.and
retentiomand determine, to,the extent feasible,
their cost's and impacts

The previous study2 was completed in-'l9705-and serves as the
basis for this monogreph, which has been condensed and
contains more recent data.

A

2The Orkand Corporation, "An Exploratai.y Evaluation of U.S. Medical

Schools' Efforts to Achieve Equal Representatiop Minority Students,"

Health Res 6rces Administration, DHEW, Contract No HRA-230-75-0081, 1976.

This repatrt is available in two volumes from the N tional Technical
Information Service, U.S. Department of CammerEe, 285 Port Royal Road,

Springfield, Virginia 22461- Volume I is aVailabl under NTIS Number

PB262126 for $12.00, and Volume tI is available under NTIS Number PB2621279for

$4.00. ilicrofiche copies are also available for OM per volume.



ORGANIZATION OF THEMONOGRAPH

The following chapter of this monograph tonta
analysis of medical school enrollment pattrns w
IVT1gpes the analy0s of medical school e4rolim
context of the entiteeducational system. The e
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' III, ANALYSIS OF MINORITY MEDICAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS

.. INTRODUCTION'

he purpOse.of thb analysis presented ink this cliap'ter is
,

. . .

to'ptovi,de a quantitative description of the major trends in
the enrollment of minority (i..e:, Black, Mexican.AmtriCan,
American Indian, and Pderto Rican), students in U.S, medical,

-. schools., The chapter includes the examination Of variations
among the minority groups at.differpst 9tige.of medical
school education; an examination ofislimmary measures of

;__enrollment change over time; and the analysis of-the
relationshili between school:related characteristics and
minority enrollment.'

MEDICAL SCHOOL, ENROLLMENTS

Data Source:s

The primary source of data for the nalysei of medical ---1

'school

d

e rollments,was the Association of American Medical

TiColl (AAMC). The AAMC maintains school enrollment and
'chara teristic information in its Institutional Profile System
(IPS) which, undergoes continuous updating and correction. All
available data files were procesed by the staff of The Orkand
CorpOration to independently replicate the minority enrollment
reports and summaries of the data previously putIlished.by the
AAMC. When the'initial study was conduCted, the IPS data base
did not contain any information for the 1975-1976 academic

. year; therefore, for this year and the following years it was
necessary to use secondary source reports from the AAMC. In

the analysis presented in this-repatt, two medical schools
.maintained on the IPS--The American Uniiersity at Beirut and
the University of Puerto Rico--were excluded. Furthermore,
the analyses of class years (first, middle,.ana graduate) were
Controlled for the ndmber of institutions reporting enrollment
in the specific year for the calculation of means and other
summary statistics. r

#
e

IAdditional detail on methodology, data tabulations, and data analysis

is contai4d in Orkand, op. -cit., Chapter II. -

-rt-



Overall Enrollment

-Singe the 197071971 academic year, 13pedical schools have
__-_-_-.been added to the, RAMC reporting syitem and, there are now 116
schools enrolling S7,765 students .reporting to AAMC: This
represents an increase of 43.5 percent tn-the total number of
students between! 197O and 1976. - In the sake period, the
first-year enrollment has reached 15,613f an increase of p7:5
percent. In tee assessment of minority enrollment, it is k

,
,

important to kO perp in mind that the 1970-1976 period was one of
rapidly rising overall enrollment. :-.:. ,'('

Most of .the - medical schools In-thie U.S. are four years
institutions and report data to the AAMC fam_Ihe first-year
class, the middle years, arid the fourth, or graduate. year

/
enrollments While the size of the first-yea" class has
increased over the time period, the first-ye* class` has
remained a relatively constant propv'tion of total enrollmebt
at approximately 2,8 percent.

1
. 0 -

:- TotalAld first -Year Minority Enrollment

Measured in terms af both total enrollment'and first-year
clas size, minority group enrollment in medical schools has'

. incr aced during the 197
1

0-1977 period. This is seen in - -

hi ts 1 and2 which describe total minority enrollment and
itst-year enrollment, respectively. The first-year

'enrollment reported in EXhibit,2 includes,thase students
repeating the first-year medical school curriculum. The total
and first-Year enrollment data illustrate movement toward' ,

propoitionality with respect to,the-overall medical school
environment, as well as the impact of recruitment,and
admissions activities directed at minority groups. First-year
class #nrollment is, perhaps, the most sensitive measure since
medical schools can more readily influence the distribution of -

minorities within the first-year class than in other classes.
Changes in the_distributiontfOindrities in the total school
enrollment uflect the net result of several influerices .,
including successive first-year minority class sizes, _

.

retention activities targeted atZspecific student popUlations,
and 'attrition from medical school: . ,. ,

1
The Combined nority group total enrollment for the four

target populations "ncreased from 1,737 students in-1970-1971
to 4,715 in 1 76-19 7, dlgrowthlof 171 percent in the seven \...,

year period. As ma be expected, this increase was comprised
primarily of ack w 2,003 more Blacks enrolled in the

,.

-s latest-academ than in 1970-1971.

In the 1970 71 academic year,' Blacks were the only
.

minority-group of th four targeted populations having any
significant, repress tiara' in medical school, with 3.8,percent

A
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Exhibit 1

Total Enrollment hy Minority Group .

(197071977)

;

O

' 'Academic Year
. .

Minorkg...Group

1970-1971 . 1971-1972

.

1972-1975 1973-1974

.

1974-1975 1975-1976, 1976-1977

N N N ,% N

BlackBlack 1:514 3.8 2,090 4.8 2,577 .5.5 2,882 5.9 3,354 6.3 3,456 '6.2 3,517 ,,6.2

. R. Mexican American 152 ,0.4 255 0.6 427 0.9
. .

512 1.1 638 1.2 699 'V.3 780 1.4

.

C. American Indian 17,

.

37 0.1 72 0.2 93 0.2 15. 0.3
.

172
.'..,..

0 .3-
_

186 - 0.3

.

D. Puerto Rican- .

Mainland
54

.

1 .1 81

.

00.2 97 0.2' 127

.

0.3 172 0.3 197 0.4 232 0.4

E. Combined Minority 1,737 4.4 2,463 5.7 3,173 6.7 3,6111--- 7.1 4,323 78.1 4,524 8.) 4,715 8.2

Note: Percents may:not add to total due to rounding
0

itp
) All data include both repeaters and re-entrants. -Data for 1974-19754o not include an additional first -year

class of 157 students admitted to Net York Medical College iJ the Spring of 1975.

SourCe: The Orkand Corporation analysis of LCME-11 data in AAMC I.P.S.: 1970471through 1973-1974.
. '..-

. .

ItielOrkan Corporation analysis of fall enrollment questionnaiTe in AAMC I.P.S.: 1974-1975.

AAMC, Division of Student Studies, preliminary report, October,1975: 1974-1975,

22

AAMC, Medical School Admission ReguireMents. 1978-1979.

Less than one-tenth of one percent.
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Exhibit 2

First-Year Enrollment by4linOrity Group
(1970-1977)

$:$

Academic
Year

MiAority,Group

1970-1971 1971-1972. 1972-1973: 1973-1974 1974-1975 1'975 -1976 1976-1977

N N
.0-

, N _ N

/
N

-A. Black 701 6.3 890 7.3 969 _7: - 966 .7.0 1,10-, 7.6 1,036 6.8 1,040- .7

B. tiexican*American 78' 0.7 119 1.0 .168 1.2 176 1.3 227 $1.6 124 .1.5 245 1.El

.
C. American. Indian

..,
11

r.
0.1'

A

,

22 '... 0.2- 36 0.3 41 0.3 71 .0.-5 .60 0.4 43, 0.3

, D. Puerto Rican
Mainland

24
_

0.2 39 0.3 44: 0.3 54' 0.4 _ 69 0.5 .71 . 0.5 72 0.5-

E. Combined Minority - 814 7.3 1,070 8.8' 1,217 9.0 1,237i 9;0 ;1,473 '10.1 1,391 9.1 1,400- 9.0

Note: Percents may not add to total due to rounding.
a

All data include both repeaters and re- entrants: Data for 1974-1975 do -not inolude an additional first -year Class of157 students admitted to New York Medical College in the Spring of 1975.

Sources: The Orkand Corporetion,analysis of LCME-II data in RAMC I.P.S.: 19707,1971 through 1973-1974;

The Orkand Corporation.analysis i f fall enrollment questionnaire in AAMC I.P.S.: 1974.-1975.

AAMC, Division of Student Studies, preliminary, report, Ottober 1975: 1974-1975.

'AAMC, -Medical School Admission Requirements 1978-1979
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of the tOtalistudent:enrollmerit. Mexican Amerkans,, American
'Indians, and Mainland Ruerto Ricans together made' up only
_One:half of one percent of the total enrollment. Gombined
minority enrollment was percent for the 1970-1971
academic year.. By 1976-1977, combined Minority ehrollment
represehted $.2 percent of the total'enrollment in medical,'
schooli-With Blacks comprising,6.2 percent and the other,
groups the balance. .7

.

When viewed as a tiendr,the'combined minority student p,

enrollment increased slowly hilt steadily between the 1970-1971
and 'the 1974-1975 academic years. However,'-it_appears'that
the total enrollment leveled off in the most recent years with
virtually no increase in the proportion of minority,enrollment
achieved fn the 1975-1976 and 1976-1977 adademic'years
aceading to- data reported tg the,AAMC. Insight into' this
apparent stabiliz1/4tion of 44rity total enrollment can be
gained by examining the data on first -year class enrollment
presented in Exhibit 2..

Qver the seven year. 'period, the.ntimbet Ogl-Cmindrity
stud is in'the first-year class has iweased by 72 percent.
Most the increase in the number -of students has been among
Blic with the first-year class enrollment of Blacks growing
from or Students in 1970-1971 to 1,040 in'1976-1977.
Signi leant percentage growth has been observed for the other
minor]. y populafrions as well, 'but the 'number of students
involve in each isjelatively small. Although, he number- of-
minority students enrolled has increased substantially, i
somewhat'differenot interpretation is gained when the
proportion of minorities in'the first-year class is analyzed.
The percent of minorities of the first-year class has
increased by less than-two percentage points from 1970-1971 to
1976-1977 and there has been a decrease in the proportion. of,
minority first-year enrollment since the T974-1975 academic
year.

A '
Although the decrease of 73minority students,enrolling in

the first-year 'class from 1974-1975,to 1976-1977 iias small,
the decrease Occufted,at a time of general,expansion in the

size of the first; year class. Therefore, the proportional
decrease was magnified, In 'addition, the most significant
component of the decrease in enrollment Was for Blacks.-
Blacks comprised 7.6 ,percent of the first-year class in

1974-1975, but only percent ill-1'976-1977. In'the -

1970 -1971 academic year, Blacks made upk3 percent of the
first-year class, making their overall increase less than -

one-half of one percent from'-the earliest to the post recent
academic' year. Mexican Americans increased their proportion
of the first-year enrollment more than another group with a



R=7z1

. 'I e

.

)1}.9 percent 'gain from 0.7 pertent in J970=1971 to 16 percent
in 1976-1077. HoweVer, the number of studmts in the groups
is quite small and the percentage. jncrease'should be
colpidered only in this light.

4. .

first-Year Enrollment Adjusted for Repeaters

,-.Very little data' Are available on the incidence of
students repeating years Of the medical 'schodl curriculum.
However, the impact of repeaters' .on the siie-of the first year
clais, particularily with respect-to a small,minority,group;
may be substantial. In prder'to examine questions-of equal
opportunity, as'well as obtain a measure of the true number of
matriculants-in any.one year, it is criticalithat the data be
adjusted fo'r these cases. Information for J972-103 and
1973-1974 in the RAMC IPS data base was used to. estimate the
number of first-Year repeatets-by minority group and for the
non-mipority.group, as well as for each of the other'yeirs in
the six year period included in the evaluation. The size of
each year's non-repeating, first-year class was then
calculated by subtracting the-estimated 'number of repeaters
from the total first-year class size as reported, by the .

medical schools. The results of the - calculations are
presented in EEibit 3 which provides estimates- of-the
'non- repeating, first-year minority group enrollment by year.
The analysis of repeaters for'non-minoritY and total,minopipty
students is presented in Exhibits 4i and S.

Threeebservations may be.made about the differeptial
repetition rates'for the population groups. First, h
comparison of. the first-year repetition rates for minority and
non-minority students shows that the rate for.minority
students ('11.7 percent) is approximately ten timekthe rate
for non-minority students (1.2 percent) ". Secondi tht
repetition- rate. for Mexican American*medical students appears
to be substantially lower than the-rates of the other three
minority groups. Third, with the exception of the American
Indian minority &pup, the .ilepetition rates of each group
bet pen. the'two years for which there are data are relativelY,.
similar: The apparent variation between.the years for the,
American,Indfamroup may be the result of the small number of
,enrollees from that, group in the previous year. .

"
When,the estimated number of. repeaters for each population

group is removed from the first year class statistics, the
magnitude of the changes in the proportionof minorities

2.
A more detailed analysis of repeaters and da for each by minority
group is contained in Chapter It of%the eailYer Orkand report, but some

-:of the discussion for each group is presented in this chapter.
-

4
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-re Exhibit 3.

.11

Esximates of,Nonrepeating, First-Year Enrollment, by Minority Group-

otec

.

ACADEMIC
YEAR

ENROLItIENT GROUP

1970-1971 971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974

'
.

1974-1975 1975-1976
.

1976-197T

N

s

It % N % N %

._

N %

A. Total Nonrepeating,
First-Year Enroll-
ment

10,494" 100

.

11,956 1001 13:269 100 13,469 10d 14,154 1,00

.

14,969 100

.

15,288 100

.

B.,Ron-Min6rity Non-
repeating,. First-

/ Year EnrollpentaW

,

,.10.237 93.1 10,984 91.9 12,180 91.8 12,370
..

91.8 13,022 90.7

.

13,746

4

91.8 14,046 0.9

Combined-Minority
NonrepeatingFirst-
Year Enrollment

755
.0

-

6.9- 9Z2 8.1 1,089
4
8.2
__-

1,099 8.2

.

1,332 9.3 1,223

.

8.2,,,1,241 8.1,

.

O. Black nrepeating
First-Y ar Enroll-
ment '

646,

.

5.9

_

802 6.7 850 6.4

.

850 6.3 984 6.9 897 6.0

,

'41;

209 5.9

E. Mexican American

Nonrepeating,
First-Year Enroll-

, twit

76 0.7

.

.....

114

.

1.0' 164

.

1.2 168 1.2

.

220 1.5 214 .1.4

.

236 1.5

F. American indian
Nonrepeating;
First-Year,Enroll-
meat

10 0,1 20 0.2 35
.

0,3
.

33 0.2 65 0.5 49 0,3 34

1_

0.2

,

G. Puerto Rican -
, Mainland Nonrepeat-

ing, First-Year
Enrollment

-..-

23 0.2

.

.

36
s

0.3 40 0.3 48

.

0.4 N\63 0.4 63 6.4-

,

63 '0.4

s may not add to total due to rounding.

Sources The Orkand Corporation analysis of COME -11 data-in AAMC 1.P.S.:
1971)-1971 through 1973-1974.

- -

The Orkand Corporation analysis of fall enrollment questionnaire in -

AAMC 1.P.S.: 1974-1975. A

AAMC, Olvision ofStudent Studies% preliminary report,ECctober 1975;

-1575.'1976.

AMC, Medical Schog1 Admission Requirements 1978-1979.

2'



, hibit 4

Estimates of Nonrepeating, First-Year Enrollment

and First-Year Repeaters: Non Minority

ACADEMIC
YEAR

CALCULATIONS
1969-1970 1970-1971_

_

1971-1972

.

1972-1973

,-,

1973-1974 1974-1975

.

.

1975-.1/976 1976-1977

A. Total.Enroliment
of Group

,_

- 36 612
*.

-.38,047 '40,750
.

43,948 43,134 48,777 51,294

-N

o

53,050
.

8, First-Year

Enrollment (in-
cludes repeaters)

9,912

,

10,356 11,108 12,313 12,508
Aft

13,172' 13,904 14,213

, .
G. First-Year

Repeaters (actual)
_ , 133

.

138 '
*

-

D. % Repeaters of
Previous-Year's
First -Year

Enroilment(8)

-
,

- 1.2% 4.1%
-,

- -

-

-

El t Repeaters Of
Pooled First-Year
Enrollments - 4 .

....

1.2% ,
-

-

,

_

F. First-Year 0

, Repeaters (esti-

mated using E) _

_

.
f

119 124 '133

'

138 150 158 167 .

G. Nonrepeating,
First-Year
Enrollment
(estimated-eltcludes

repeaters)

_. _ 10,237 10,984 12,180 12,304 13,022 13,746

.

.14,046

Sources: The Orkand Corporation analysis of LCME-91 data in AAMC I.P.S.: 1970 -1971

through 1973-1974.

The Orkand Corporation analysis of fall enrollment questionnaire In AAMC
i.P.S.; 1974-1975.

dr:

AAMC, Division of Student Studies, preliminary report, Octob'er 1974: 197-1976.

AAMC, Medical School Admission flequireMents 1978-1979.

2



. EXbibil. 5

Estimates of_Nonrepeating, First-Year Enrollment and

First-Year Repeaters: Combined Minority

ACADEMIC
, YEAR

.

CALCULATIONS
1969-1970 1970 -1971 1977 -1972

-- 1

,
1572-1973 1,273-1974 ,1W4-1975

.

1975-1976
.

1976-1977

,4,715

..,

A. Total Enrollment
of G roap Ell --c 3,61k 4;524

.

B. First-Year
Enrollment (In-

cludes.RepeaterS)
501-

.

-,

-

:
.

_ . 814
. ,,e.

*. ,

'1,07A_ 1, 17

4

1,237 1,473

. ,

1,391 1,400

First-Year
- Repeaters(Actual) illMI= 128

.

138 - -

O. i4lepeaters of
Previous Year's
First, -Year -,,

Enrollment (B)

.

n
11'.0%" 11.4% -

% Repeaters of.
Poola First-Year

: Enrollments

1111111.1111111111
,_

F. First-Year
Repeaters (Esti-
mated using E)

98
MEI 141 MI 158

G. Wonrepeating,
First-Year
Enrollment
(Esa mdted=excludes
Repeaters)

.

755

r
,

*972
.

. ,

1.089

.

R

1,099 1,332 1,223 1.242

Sources:, The Orkand Corporation' analysis of 1.CME-11 data in AAMC I.P.S.: 1970-1971

through 1973,1974.

The Orkand4orporation analysis-of fall enrollment ques Onnaire in AAMC
I.P.S.:- 1974-1975.

A

p AAMC, Divisin of Student Studies, preliminary report, October 1974: 1975-1976.

Medical School Admiision*Requirements 1978-1979.



enrolled in first-year m6dical.sChOol,is reduced. Combined
minority nonrepeating,first-year enrollment increased from

- 6. percent in 197.01.971 to a' high of 9.3 percept in 1974-1975
a d back to a level of tl.1 percent for the 1976 -1977 academic
ear. When just the 1970-1971 and the 1976-1977 academic

years are compared, Blacks. exhibited no change with 5.9
percent in both years. =Mexican Americans increased enrollment
by ight- tenths of a percent, and smaller changes are okgerved -
for e American Indian and Mainland-fterto.Rican groups.
Althou the increase in the proportion of minority students
is reduc Dusting for repeaters, it is important to note
that the number of nontepeating, first-year,studentsenrolled
for each group- did go up, with 263, 1.69, 24, and 40 more
students enrolling in'1976-1977 than in 1970-1971 for Blacks,
Mexican Ameficau, American Indians., and Mainland PUerto
Ricans, respectively.

Middle and.Graduate Year Enrollment

The distribution of minority students in the middle lind
graduate years of medical school for 1970-1971 through
1973-1974 shows an increase in.-minority enrollment. Over the .

four year period'for which data are available, minority groups
increased their proportion of middle-year enrollment by 3.8
percentage points, moving from 3.6 percent in.1970-1971,to-7.4
percent in 1973-1974'. Blacks' accounted for the largest
portion of the gain with a 2,7.Tercentage point increase over
the time period. In 1975-1974, Black enrollment represented
5.9 percent of the enrollment in the middle - years -of medical
school.

Graduate-year enro ment of minorities also increased,
gding from 2.3- perc t in the earlier year to 5.4 percent in
1973-1974 for a gain of 3.1 percentage points over the four
years. The gain in graduate year enrollments over the tine
period is primarily a product of increased minority enrollment
prior to.1970-1971, since students enrolling as part of the
first7year class.in 1970-1971 would just be entering their
Fourth -year in 1973-1974. Thus, whereas mknorities,made up ,

7.3 percent of-the 197071071 entering class, they comprised
5.4 percent of the fourth-year clasg-four years later. Almost
three-quarters (594) of the minority students enrolled in the
first-year class in 1970-1971 (814) were- in the fourth-
year class in 1973,1974.

SUMMARY MEASURES OF ENROLLMENT-CHANGE

'To Summarize the changes in minority enrollments, three`
ipprOdches for examining the increase in minority medical
school enrollients are presented in Exhibit 6. These _)
approaches are: -,

A
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'Exhibit 6-

Measures
. .

of Enrollment Change for Total and First-Year Enrollment Between
Academic Years 1970-1971 acid 196 -1977 4

KINORITY GROUP

INCREASE III-TOTAL ENROLLMENT INCREA0 IN FIRST YEAR ENROLLMENT' i.'

Change in
No. of

Students
Enrolled

Percent Of
1970-1971
Enrollment

Change in
Percent of
Enrollment

Change in
No. of
Students
Enrolled

Percent of
1970-1971

Enrollment

Change in
: Percent of

Enrollment

A. Black +2,003 +132% _ +2.4%. +339 +0.4%+ 48%

B. Mexida4-h= American +4 628 4419% +1.0% +167 +214% +0.9%

C.- Americans Indian 169 +594% +0.3% -+ 32 +291% +0.2%

Puerto Rican - Maimlind 178 ' +33G%-
,

--f9-3%- 4-200% +0.3%-+-48

E. Combined Minority -11,978 +17i% +.3:8% +586 + 72% +1.7%

Nbte: All data include both_repea ers and Ie-entrants. Data for 1974-1975 do not include aff4 additional

first-year class of 157 students aditted to New Ydtk Medical College in--the Spring of 19750

-,Sources: The Orkand Corporation anal is of LCME-11 data in AAMC I.P.S.: 1970-1971 throUgh,1973-1974.-
, fie

The Orkand CorporatiOn analysi of fall enrolement questionnaire in AMC_ 1.P.S.: 1974-1975.

-0
AAMC, Division of Student Studies, preliminary report, OctoPee, 1975: 1975-1976,

a

A C; Medical School Admission Requirements 1978-1979.
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Change in the numbCay of Students.'

Percent increase over'the, 1970-1971 enrollment level

Change in the proportion of-minor tty enrollment

eV

,..

The change measure's are computed for each minority group for
only total enroliment,and first-year enrollment since, as
previously stated, other enrollment data for the minority

,groups were not available. .

The number of minority students enrolled ikmedical school
hasAncreased'subsantially from the 1970-1971 to the
1976 -1977 academic years:' In, terms of the percent of the base

, year en4ollment, seyeral-Of:the rainority'groups.*.particularily
AmericarWndians, have made-tampressive "gains. However, this
it primarily a function of the very lbw enrollment levels
evidenced by thee groups.in 1970-1974e The change in the
percent,* of mi

.

ty enrollment,,which direotly.addresses
the ittu0,":pf. pro F i 4,./.? *1-representation, has been less than
draftatic th a '2 ,.. I ngd minority percent change in total
enrollmeift of-Y3: : ' ,: ehtage points-and in first-year
*enrollm "of LT ts. It would appear that of the two
objectivesincreasing the number of minority students in
Medical school and increasing the proportion of, minority -

students -it has been the latter that has been the most
difficult to accomplish,in a periodof generally expanding.
'medical school enrollments. ,

SCHOOL RELATED CHARACTERISTICS AND MINORITY ENROLLMENT

An exploratory analysit'was also made of the relationships
between minority enrollment and school charactefistics. The
statistical analysis treated total minority enrollment and
first -year minority enrotiment as the dependent variables and
examined their relationship to the area popuIatioft (population
in SMSA, total area population, and percentage of non -white
population); size of school; ownership (public vs. private)*
and geographic region.

Area Population Characteristics

With ,regard to the characteristics of the area population,
-changes in minority school enroildat and percentage of
minority enrollment did not correlate with. the area's
population, density,,or percentage of non-white population.
The=absolute size of minoritNenroilment in public
,institutions (excluding Howard and Meharry) did correlate*
somewhat with the size.ofthe population in the SMSA and the
-population density. These-relatipAttips may be explained bT-
the fact that public schools in urban areas tend"to enroll
more tudents than do public schools in less urbanized areas.

'
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Size of School Enrollment

The total enrollment did no correlate significantly with
the percentage of minority schoo \enrollment (first-ye or
total) or with percentage changes'in enrollment. School
enrollment did,/-of course, correlate significantly with the-
absolute level .of minority enrollment when Howard and Meharry
are excluded.

c

Medical School Ownership

a

Analysis of the minority enrollments in public and private
institutions indicated that the mean enrollment of combined -

minority students ih:the firgt-year class varied only slightly
between paladicly and privately-owned medical schools. In the
1970-1971. acadeiic year, private institutions had a mean of
7.3 minority students in the fifst-yeaf class while public
institutions enrolled an average.of 6.6 minority students. By
the 1974-19.75 academic year, the means were sti.11 very close
and public institutions enrolled somewhat more minority
Students on the. average (11.7) than did the private . .

institutions (10.9). The traditionally Black colleges, Howard :
and Meharry, were excluded from the computations of the means
in (:)der to remove the effects of these atypical cases. When
the total minority enrollment is cdnsidered, the means are
also, very similar (11.6 students per public institution and
13-.4 students per private institution) in the 1970-1971 -

academic year and (31.8 students in public and/33.1 students
inprivate institutions) during the 1974 -1975 academic year.

Regional Characteristics

The analysis of regional characteristics of minority
student enrollment reveals increases in minority first-ye-al
class enrollkent across all,regions: Northeast, South,
Midwest, and West between the 1970-1971 and 1974-1975 academic
years. All gedgraphic regions had increased both the
proportion of minority enrollment in Atte first-year and total
enrollment. In fact, the regional rank order of minority
enrollment remained constant between the 1970-1971 and
1974-1975 acaddlic years. The Western region h'ad e highest
proportion of minority enrollment followed by. the No theast,
South, and Midwest, respectively.
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THE-MEDICAL EDUCATION PATHWAY

r _

INTRODUCTION.
This chapter plaCes medical.School enrollment within the.

context of the-education system.which pelmits the analysis of
medical school enrollment within its systemWdae perspedtive,
This perspective is presented by the development of a medical
education pathway model, the analysis of individual stages in the
pathway, and the analysis of relationships among the stages in
the pathway.

MEDICAL EDUCATION PATHWAY: CONCEPTUAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
,

The medical education pathWay concept provides a framework
for assessing the movement.of students ,tbrough the general
educational process in the United States to specialized train-
ing for the M.D. degree. The objectives-of such an, assessment
are twofold. First, by empirically investigating the rela-
tionships between stages in the.educational process, barriers,
as well as inducements to the movement of, students between stages
may be. identified. Further empirical investigation will permit
he assessment of how these barriers and/or inducements operate

di erential/y.with respect to the specific populations,
pro ing disproportionate concgntrations of minority and
non -mi rity representation at particular stages. Second, for
purposes r manpower planning, )understanding the dynamics of the
career Choi e process with respect to the medical education
pathway will wrmit forecasts of M.D._traiming requirements and
graduates given = observed numbers of-students in earlier stages in
the pathwar.1

o

AAMC TASK FORCE EDUCTION PATHWAYS

The AAMC Task Force sed five stages to conceptualize the'
Medical Education Pathway.

Stage I

Stage II -

Stage

Becoming a Qualified College
\-Applicant

From Qualified College Applicant
o College Student

Fr College Student to.
Qua ified Medical School
Applicant =

J



Stage IV - From Qualified Medical School Applicant
to Medical Student

Stage V From Medical Student to M.DT Degree
Recipient. 4

The Task. Force focused on the linkages between levels of
student educational attainment in order to identify the Major
reasons why students exit from the pathway. "In this way,'the
Task Force reasoned, various "action elements"-Jindividuals,
groups, or institutions--that may play roles in maximizing

. student retention in the pathway could'be examined. While-the
AAMC conceptualization of the medical education pathway is
useful for a descriptive study of the forces that may influ-.
ence student retention, the five AMC stages do not provide a
well defined framework for monitoring and evaluating student
progress-through the complex educational system that funnels a
limited number *of students into the M.D. curriculum. Thus,
the following section presents an alternative conceptualiza-
tion of the educational pathway.

MODIFIED MEDICAL EDUCATION PATHWAY: DESCRIPTION OF INDIVIDUAL
STAGES

. In order to develop an evaluative methodology to guide this
exploratory study and suggest a viable approach for future
research, it was necessary to' substantially modify the AAMC
Task Force's pathway concept. Our modification of the pathway
concept was developed by focusing on specific milestones that
a student must accomplish in arder.to become a practicing_
physician. These specific milestones provide points in time
and in student progress that serve as the focus for, data
collection and analysis activities that address the question
of the relationship between successive milestones; as well as
the proportionality of minOrity representation at the
milestone points. Between each milestone-is a set of
influences and processes that affect student movement from one
milestone lsvel to another. Using themilestone-approach.it
is possible to estimate the expected time between successive

. milestones;' waacher-interesting 'empirical question,is, the
extent of similarity in the estimated time periods between
mirettones for minority and non-minority populations.

,

,
ThelModified MediCal Education Pathway hat`the following'

rl12
milestones', each of which is =influenced ,by major processes

in:the -educational environmenTFt

Milestone 1:. High School Graduate.

e, Milestone 2:- CollegeApplicant

Milestone ,3 }: College Applicant Offered 'Admissidn'

3(



thieston6 4: College First-Year Entrant

Milestone. 5: Physician .Aspirant

Milestone 6: College Graduats.

Milestbne 7: Medical School, Applicant

Milestone Medical School Applicant Offered
Admission

Milestone 9: Medical School First-Year Entrant

Milestone 10: Medical School Graduate

Milestone 11: Licensed Physiciai,

,Milestone 12: Practicing Physician

Exhibit.7 preierits the pathway milestoneS, the primary'
processes linkipg milestones, and the expectedtire lapse
between milestone accomplishments. The processes encompass
the influential factors identified by the AAMC Task Force as.
,well-as other sitUattonallkariables, educational curriculum

te-characteristicslreer se ection and attitudinal effects, and
financial, considerations. k detailed 'discussion of each of
the 12 milestones,_concomitan pr cesses, data sources, and
data estimation methodologies resented in our earlibr
report1

MEDICAL EDUCATION PATHWAY: ANALYSIS OF'INDIVIDUAL STAGES

. In this exploratory evaluation, data and analyses were
developed forvseven of the twelve milestones in the medical
education pathway. The relationships between several stages
of the pathway were also investigated Ana comparisons made
with the AAMC Task Force projections. The seven milestones
studied in the evaluation are:

High School Graduates

College First-Year Entrants

Physician Aspirants

41 ',Medical School-Applicants

'The Orkand Corporagon, op. cit., pp. II-44 - It -45.

a
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Exhibit 7

Modified Medical EdOcation Pathway

. .

.MILESTONES

PRIMARY PROCESSES
LINKING MILESTONES

Approx.

Duration
Years .

1. High Sehocil Graduate
4

-

,
.

Primary and Secondary
Educati,on

. ,

12
.

2. -CollegeApplicant
, Applications and .

Tentative Career Selection
1

.

College Applicant Offered Admission,

Admissions
r

0 .

4. College First -Year Entrant
,

Matriculation _ 0.

College Level Physician Aspirant
Higher Education,
Retention and Tentative
Career Selection

.

College Graduate
Application-and Career
Selection

1-

7. Mediearschool Applicant

Admissions
-

. d'
V ,

. .

8. Medical-Schooi.Applicant Offer,ed
Admission_ -

,

Matriculation 0

.

Medical School irst-Year Entrant
Medical Educatioff,

si,

10. Medical School Griduate .

Reterition

Internship and Residency Variable

--
-411, Licensed Physician

Training.

Professiofial Mode Variable
I

.1 Practicing Physician
Selection



o Medical School Applicants Offered AdmiStion

Medical School Fitst=Year Entrants

Medical'School Graduates

Each of these milestones is discussed in the following
sections.

High School Graduates .-

The result of estimations of the number of high school.
,graduates for All students, Whites, and Blacks is presented in
Exhibit 8 Examination of the exhibit shows that the
proportion.of Blackshas generally, increased since 1965 with
some minor fluctuation that may reflect sampling error rather
than true differences. It appears that the proportionof

,Blacks in the high school graduate population approximates or'
even exceeds the general proportion of Blacks-,in the
population, approximately-11.4 percent of the population
according to the Bureau of Census estimates for 1974. This
may be'explained by a somewhat higher proportion of Blacks in
the 15 to 19 age group (13:6 percent) than in the general
population according to current population'eStimates,

College First-Year Entrants

InformatiOn available e-from the AMericin totincii On-
Education (ACE) on the distribution of college first-year
entrants by minority group is presented in. Exhibit 9.
Substantial fluctuation may be noted- over the time period with
combined minority enrollment peaking at over 11 percent in the
1968-1969 and 1972-1973 academic years. The most recent
estimate findi combined minority enrollment atr0.4 percent.
It Shouldbe-noted that the substantially increased level of
total enrollment which occurred during the late-1960s'
apparently.declined in the 'early 1.970s. According to ACE
estimates, first-year enrollment-hss only increased over the
two most recent academic years; however this increase has
been:considerably,lower than the increase that occurred over
the 1966 to 1970 period.

The number of minbrity college stuctents enrolled from each
minority group has increased 'considerably over the time-period
witEbOth Blacks and American IndiAng showing gains of over

: 100'percent over#the nine year peiod. The proportion Of ,
Black enrollment appears to have decreased significantly since
the 1972-1973 academic year when Black enrollment was'at 8.7
percent. Data were-only avaiIableAVer fhe last four years
for MeXican Americans and- MainlandPuerto Ricans; howeVer,
both have shown significant nutericaljains- with Mexican
Aigericans-increasing enrollment by approximately 7,100

-28-
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Exhibi t 8

Estimates of High Schodi Graduates:- Whites and Blacks
1965-1975 (in Thousands)

Acadedic Year

4,
.What's= Group

1965419661 '-- 1966-1967 -1967-1968 1968-1969 1969-1970

N -%
.

N % N
0

%' % N

. A.
.

Total,l Graduates ;932
-
100.01 2,994 100.0, 3,689 100.0 3,168. 9.0.0 3,260

.

100.01

B. Whites` '2;566- 88.3 2,632 67.9 2,711 87.8 2,3,25_. 87.6 2,845 -'' 87.3

C.' Blacks 316 10,8 336' 11.2 347 `11.2 361 11.4 380 11.7

. Acaddl,ic Year
- .

Population Group

1970-1971 1971-1972
A

1972-1973

1

193 -1974 1974-1975

. N % N

D .

N

-

'N .

A. Total Graduates 3,296 100.0 3,414 100.0 3;368 100.0 3,409 100.0 3,518 100.0
,

, .

84 WhItes 2,875 87.2 2,987, 87.5 2,894 85.9 , 2,910 +85.4 3,005. 85.4

C. Blacks 05 11.7 383 11.2 427 12,1' .460' 13.5
0--

454 12. -9

4 .011

Straight-line interpolation from 94-1,965 and 966-1967 data. Data on 1965-1966 not
available. A

Source: U.S.:DePahment of Commerce, Bureau of Census, Education Statistics Division

.Notelt Data are for Hi School Seniors as Estimated for Number of High School Graduates
Actuals for 19 1972 'through 1974-1975

The Orkand Corporation Estimate for 1965-1966 through 1970 -1971



Exhibit 9

'Estimatesopf College First-Year Entrants, by
Minority Group: , 1-966-1975.

Academic
Year

.

Population Group

1966 -1967 1967-1968 1968-1969'
,

N % - N N %.
._,

.

A. Total Enrollment 1,163,100 100.0% 1,359,900 100.0% 1,472,900 100.0%
.

_ .

El, Non-Minority N 1,063,100 91.4% 1,231,900 90.6% 1,301,900 88.4%

C. .Combined Minority 100,000 8.6% 128,009 9,4% 171,000 11.6%
of

0. Black . '58,200
11.

5.0% 58,500 4-.3%. 85,400 5.8%

E. Mexican American- N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

' F. American Indian 7,000 0.6% 9,500' 0.7% 10,300 0,7%

G. Puerto Riban - N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. W.A.
Mainland

.
, .

a
A

Academic
'..

Year
Population Group

1969-1970 1970-1971:- 1971-1972

N N %,

. ,

A. Total Enrollment

J
B. Non-Minority

i

MinorityC.' Combined Minority

D. Black -

I. Mexican American
.

-F. American Indian'
,

G. Puerto Rioan-
Mainland

1,637,800

1,516,600k

121,200

98,300'

N.A.

..
4,900

N.A.

100.0%

92.6%

7.4%

6/0%

N.A.

03%

N.A.

1,617,300

1,481,400

135,300'

198;700

N.A.

3,200

N.A.

100.0%

91.6%

8.4%

6,1%

N.A.

0.2%

N.A.

1,634,100

1,495,200

. . ,

138,900

102,900

18,005

'14,700

3,300

100.0%

31.5%

8.5%

6.3%

1.1 %.

0.9%

0.2%

AcadeAlc
. Year
Population Group

1972 -1973 1973-1974 1974- 975

. N

A. Total Enrollment

B. Non - Minority `

C. Combined Minority,

D. Black
.

E.' Mexican American

F. , American Indian

G. Puerto Rican
tlainiand '

.

-1,557,500

1,372,200

185,300-

135,500

23,400

,it 17,190

9,300
?

,

100.0%

88.1%

11.9%

8.7%

' 1.5%

'1.1%

0.6%

1,649,000

1,477,500

171,500

, 128,700

21,400

14,800

'6,600

\

1-00.0%

89.6%

'10.4%

7?8%

1.3%'

0.9%

0.4%
.

1,673,100

1,499,100

.' 174;000

128,800

25,800

15,100

.10,000

100.0%

-89-62

.i0.4%

7.4%

1.5%
. .

0.9%

0:62

Source: Amer \can Council on Education, National Norm for Fall Entering
College Freshmen, 1.966 throu0 1974.
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students and Puerto Rican enrollment goIng from 3,300 in 1971
to approxitately 10,000 in 1974. .

.

- When-the prdportion of 'minority students in the first-year
college Cla$s:is exaMined, SoMe of the_ relatively large'

. numerical7increaseS in:enrolltent are reduced'in impact
liecaUse of thd generally expanding first-year class size over
the 'entire time peijoch. 31aclis increased, frOM'5.0 ,percent' of
thq .1966-1967 elq,ering class to-7.4 percent in the 1974-1975 .

academic year. American Indians increased three-tenths of one
percent over the nine years to 0.9 percent of the 19*=1976 -,
firse-year class.. Both Mexican; Americans and Mainland Puertd*

LdRicans
increased their proportion approximately four=tenths of

one percent with the 1974-1975,enrollment of these two gro s

, at 1,5 percent and 0.6 percent:,,tespectively. Of ithe fou
4 minority groups, the Ameritnindian group is the only, one

that apparently exceeds the pOpulation proportion with 0:9
percent in the college first-year class and approkimately 0.4
percent in the general population.'' Puerto Ricans are close, to
parity with`9.6-percent in the first-year class as comp ed to
0.7 percent-in the general population. Mexican American are
close to the hal-Nay-point of proportional representatio with
1.5 percent 'in the first-year class and 3.2 percent in the
population. ,Blacks,-however, are significantly below the
proportional representation level with 7.4_percent in the
first-year clats'but'approxidafely 11.5 percent in the.general
population. v-

In their analysis of conk:- first-year enrollment and the

projected enrollment o .e 40,.44.976 period, the' AAMC'Task
Force made tift fd o ing ass- p' minority eniollment,in-
college continues to grow at a b out the same rate as thatfo'r,,

the past two:years. Blacks we used as the'kirrogate' measure
. for all minofitfgroups in the ask Force calculations. The

rate of increase=, in the size .the Black college first-year
class between the 'two most r cent ,years for which the Task

Force had datai(1968-196s ; d 1969-1970) was 15;-3 Percent;
Flowever, the 'Falls Force used d'10.8 percentihrease
project 120,00Q:,Black first-year college entrants by 'the year
1975-1974. InOality; the 196871969 and 1969-19 0 acadeltd
years Werel.elattvely h.igh'grOwth years, for Blac College f
enrollment: Theaatual observed inceeases,f r he following
two years -- 1970 -19714 and 1971.1972-zwere'sbbstantially-lower,

-0.4 percpnt and 4. percent;. respectively.. Even' if the
college enullm t f r, the combined, minority groups is used,
the increases fo e ye s are 12.1 percent and 2.2 percent

-for an average of .2 per - -still below the estimates of
15.3 percent and the 10,8 percent applied by the Task Force.

Physician Aspirants
/

J 1 f

, The proportion of the first-year collegefslass that
identified the doctor df medidine or doctor 'ondental surgery

' b -fir.
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- career as a probable cateer choice has varied considerably
, .- .over the nine year period for .which data were available.'

0
,.. Exhibit 10 presents thp data nn the proportion of college

fres1nen selecting, medical careers for three groups: all
freamen, freshmen entering predominately Black undergraduate
colleges, and Black freshmen entering all colleges. The

.i- observed fluctuation may in part be due to sampling errors as
well as to 'changes in the 'popularity of alternative careers

. .
over the time period. When the distribution of career choices _-

is'comPared for the 106-1967 and,1970-1971 acailemic years for
_ freshmen entering predominately Black colleges, the proportion .

'-' of students intgrested in physician careers-dropped from 5.6.
.,. ,percent,fo-2.6-ffercpnt: However, college students indicating
, probable careers in business increased from .11.6 percent to

16.9 percent, perhaps.reflecting,the expanding opportunities
for minorities in the.busiriess-environment.' A

.

, .

There is some indication that theprOportiou,of college' .,

freshmen ihdicating a prObable physician cdreer has increased
somewhat since the ate 1960s. However, the physician career

hit
selectipns for the ollege freshmen, from the 1976 through 1976

fromclasses fro whic medical school entering-students would be
..

drawn were considerably below the 6.0 percent level assumed by
the Task Fot4e. Only since 1972-1973 has the 6.0 percent
level been approached in the Black college 'freshmen entering
class; these students will itot appear in the medical school
applicant pool until the 1976-1977 academic year dt the
earliest. A

pool;

discussion of the Impact of these trends
presented in the section of this chapter on the

relationVips between milestones.

Medical School Applicarits

The trends in medical school applicants by minority group
to U.S. medical schools are presented in Exhibit 11% Although
data on the size of the combined minority applicant,pool were
available for only the four most recent academic years, the
information shows little Change over time, both in the total
-number of minority applicants and the relatively stable
proportion of minority students in the total applicantsool.
The small change in the number of applicants over the four
year time Oriod and their relatively stable proportions also
appear to generally appfy, to each separate minority group
although the number of Mexican American applicants'h*s.
increased slightly and the number of Americap Indian
applicants, declined vier the time period. -

'Additional histgrical\data were available for Black'
applicants since 1970. The proportion of Blacks in the
applicant,ppol increased to a high of .g.6 percent in the
1972-1973 academic Year. However, the proportion, decreased
from 1972-1973 Until 1975-1976 and then increased t9 6,0

I.
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Exh.i hi t 10

"s

College Freshmen Selecting M.D. or D.P.S. Career Choice'

v

Academic iear

All

Freshmen'

Treshmen.Entering
: Predominately
Bled( Colleges -

'Black

Freshmeh
(All Colleges)

1566-1%)7 -4.8% 5.6% . 5.1% ,

1567-1568 4.2% 4.74% 4.5%

. .1968-1969 3.7% 2.9%. 4.9% -

;

1969-1970 3.4% N.A. 3.6i

1370-197i 3.9% 2.6% 4.2%

1971-1972 4.4% 3.9% , 4.7%

1972-1373 5.5% i.6% 5.9%

1973-1974 # 5.91 5.3% 6.3%

1974-1975 5.3% -4.5%
r

N.A.

Sources: American Council of Education, National Norms for Fall
Entering Freshmen, 1966 Through 1974.

Davis G. Johnson, et. al., "Recruitment and Progress of
Minority Medical School Entrants 1970-1972", Journal of
*Medical Education, Vol. 50, July 1975

I

W14

6

t
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Exhibit 11'
.

. Lot
Dlstribu ton ofllddical School Applicants, by Minority Group:

1970-1976'

ACADEMIC,
YEAR

1i1N0RITY GROUP

1970-1971 1971- 972, 1 1972-1973 1973-1974 1974- V5 1975- 976 , 1976-197,
H H 2

111011111 N ME
113111111111111-A. Total Applicants 24,957 100.0 Ezi 100_0 Es 00.0 40,506 00.0 42,624 100.0 42,303 100.0 42,155mew100 .0B. liOn-Minority N, A. . En N.A.

Mill
N.A. =EEL 39,518 92,7 39,254 92,8

11111111111111211

C. -Combined Minority N.A. .11111:111 LAv. N.A. N.A. H A. 31049 ,1E11 3,106 7.3
3'449D. Black 1,250 5.0 MEM

2'38'2' MIMI 5.5 2,d8=MEM 2,523 6.0
E. Mexican American 1112.12111=112111=11:11111:11
El=1111.211C1111311

G. Puerto RiCan - MEHainland

N.A. .11;A. CEO 240

0.9. MU 1-0 '427 1.o 460 1E11
0,6 MEI 0.3 132 0.3 128

0.6
:

' 170 0.4

.

202 212
.

"Source: AMC, Division of Student Studies, DecenTer 5, 1975, W.F. Dube; "Datagram, U.S:Me41cal-Student Enrollment,'197
11971through 1974-1979."

Journal of medical Education, 50:303-305. 1175;- ibid., 1977.



percent for the 1976-1977 academic year. A significant
increase in the number of Black applicants was made_between
.1970 and 197,3 with the number of Black applicants almost
doubling in the three year period. . However, this Inctease was
accompanied by a leneral increase.in the total number of
applicantS to -medical school over the same 'period.

Medical School Applicants-Offered-Admission

The total.number.of medical school applicants extended
offers has increased somewhat more than 30 percent since 1970
commensurate with the increase in the size of the first-year.
medical school class.. hate by minority group were avail-
able; however, only since the 1973-1974 academic year as is
shown in Exhibit 12. Since that time, the number of offers
extended to the combined minority applicants has remained
relatively stable. However, over the same period offers to
minority students have decreased, as a proportion of_the
number of offers, from 9.2 percent to 8.3 percent. The largest
-dtcrease was evidenced by Blacks falling from 6.$ percent in
the%1973-1974 academic year to 6.1 percent in 1976-1977.
Mexican Americans slightly increased their .share of the total
number of offers extended while the proportion of American
Indians and Mainland Puerto Ricans declined slightly.

One, important comparison is between the distribution 'of
,minority students in the,"applitant-offered-admission"
population and their distribution in the applicant pool.
Minority students have consistently gained a hilher.proportion
of offers than the proporfion of minorities in the applicant
pool. In the 1975 -1976 academic year, the combined minOriity
-groups comprised 7.2 percent of theiapplicant pool in contrast
to 8.5 percent of the number of 'offers extended.' This
reflects an apparent demand for minority students by medical
schools and admissions policies that appear to be sensitive to
this increased concern.

Medical School First-Year Entrants

A detailed discussion of the distribution of minority
groups in the medical school first-year class was presented in
Chapter. III. Four= points are of 'special significance and are
reemphasized:, .

The repetition rate for combined minority students
appearS to be approximately, ten times the repetition
rate for non-minority fftudents (11.7 percent for'
minorities versus 1.2 percent for non-minorities).

When the -first -year class size is adjusted eor the
number of students repeating title first-year, the;
proportion ofwmiriority students enrolled in medical

35;



Exi-Abit "12

Distribution of Minority Sebool,Applicants Offei-ed Admi
by Minority group: 970-1976

ACADEMIC YEAR

MINORITY GROUP

1970-1971 c. 1971-1972 .. 1972-1973 1973-1974 1974- 975 1975- 976 1976- 977,
N X

c

N % N % N % N %
A. Total Offerees 11,500 100.0 12,335 100.0 13,757 100.0 14,535% 100.0 -15,066 100.0 15,365 100.0 , 15,774 100.0
B. Non-Minority N.A. N.A.

..

N.A. N.A. N.A. . t3,012 90.8, 13,714 91.0 14,057 .31.5 14,461 94.7
C. Combined. Minority N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. H.A. .A. 1,323 9.2 1,352 9.0 1,308 . 8.5 1,313 8.3,

D. Black . N.A. N.A. - N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 977 6.8 1,000 6.6 945 r 6.2
. 966 6.1-

E, Mexican American N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.. N.A. N.A. 174 1.2 216 1.4 220 1.4 . 223 1.4

F..7 American Indian_ N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.4. N.A. 79 0.6 64 0.4 57 0.4 39 0.2

G. Puerto Rican -
Mainland-

N.A. N.A.

" ,

N.A. N.A. 14.A. N.A. 93 0.b - 72 0.5 86

7

y
0.6, M5 0.5

Source: AAMC,.Division of Student Studies, DeceMber 5, 1975, W.F. Dube, "DatagrA, U.S. Medical Student
Enrollment, 1970-1971 throughil97471975." Journal of Medical Education, 50:303-305, 1975; Ibid., 197
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school declines approximatelY one percentage point
depending,on the academic year.

In addition to the level of minority enrollment
decreasing as a result of the adjustment for
repeaters, the level of minority.represefitation in

.'the first-year medical school class changed little
over the analyzed time period. This lack of change-
is most noticeable for Blacks. For first-year

-
students including repeaters, the proportion of
Blacks increased 0.5 percent between the d970 -1971
and 1975-1976 academic.years. For nonrepeating,
first-year Blacks,,the increase in proportionality
was only one-tenth of ,one percent.

There appeared to be a significant drop in the
proportion of minority nonrepeating, first-year ,

students between the 1974-1975 and 1975-1976 academic
years (9.3 percent and 8.2 percent, respectively):
This was primafily a reflection of.the decreased
Black enrollment in the latter year. The proportion.
of combined minority students in 1975-1976 was
teducedto the levels observed for,the,1971-1972,
1972-1973, and 1973-1974 academic yeals (8.1, 8.2,--

and 8.1 percent, respectively).

When comparisons are made with the AAMC Task Force goals
of proportionality with the population, it is immediately
apparent that the goals have not been reached. If the
proportion of minority students targeted for enrollment in the
1975-1976 academic year by the Task Force is compared with the".

actual combined nonrepeating, first-year minority enroll
ment,. 67.9 percent _of, the 1,800 minority student goal had been

achieved. However, this is the most favorable interpretation
.of the goal statement. If the AAMC enrollment goal is inter-
pretecrto apply to just the Black minority group-.-a reasonable
possibility since the proportion of Blacks in the population
approximately corresponds to this percentage and Blacks were
used as the surrogate measure throughout the Task Force
report--then only 49.8 percent of the AAMC goal had been
acheived by the i975-197§, academic year with an estimated 897
nonrepeating, first-year students enrolled in U.S. medical

schools.. -

Medical School Graduates

Trends in medical school graduates-by minority group were
discussed'in Chapter III. In summary, although only foilr
years of graduate. data were available in the analysis, the
proportion of minority students enrolled *irk the .graduating

year of medical school has increased from 2.3 percent in
1970-1971 to 5.4 percent in 1973-1974. This change is
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conComitant with increases in first-year enrollment prior to
1970 and a continuation of, the retention of minority students
since that time. / .

Summary of, Minority'Representatioh at Selected Stages

The status of the proportional representation of minority
groups in, the medical education pathway is summarized in the
bar chart in Exhibit 13., By inspection, insight can be gained
into some of the problems:that constrain the expansitin of
educational opportunities in Adical school -for the minority
groups. The, first constraint appears to be the disproportion,-
ally smaller size of the medical school applicant pool for the
minority groups when compared to the proportion of minority
students in the medical school "applicant-offered-admission"
and'first-year entrant population.. A second constraint
appears to be the disproportionately small size of the College
first-year entrant population for the minority groups as.
compared to the proportion of each minority group'in the

,general population. It may not be reasonable to expect that
the proportion of minority students in the medical school
first-year class would exceed the.pprcentage of minority
students in-the undergraduate college first-year population
since a college education is generally 4 prerequisite for \
medical school entrance. For both Blacks and Mexican _f'AmeriCans, a considerable gap exists-between the proportion oN each minority group in the general population and the group's
proportion in the college first-year class. At the same time,
the proportion of both minority groups in. the medical school

. "applicant pool-offered-admission" and entrant categories is
relatively close to the proportion of the minority group
enrolled in first-year college class. It appears that the
major,difficulty and barrier to the increase in 'the proportion
of dedical school minority enrollment is he 'size of minority
enrollment in undergraduate college.

MEDICAL EDUCATION PATHWAY: ANALYSIS OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS
AMONG STAGES k

The organization'of the medical education. Pathway info
milestones provide focal points for data collection and the
analysis of the proportionality of minority representationrat
each stage in the education process. However, the analysis
extends beyond a discussion of the relative proportionality of
mi, rity representation in the individual stages. A critical
f for to the understanding of,the dynamics of the medical
e ucation pathway is the interrelationships among the stages.

tata for the analysis .of the pathway relationships and the
primary calculations are presented in Exhibits 14 through
for non-minoritY, combined minority and, Black populations,

we.
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4-Extrbit-t4

Medical Education Pathway-Interrelationships Among Selected MilesiOngs,
197a-1976: Noml.linority

MILEST6NE , ,

\,\
ACADEM1C'YEAR

1970-1971 1971c-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974 1974-1975 1975-1976

High School GrapA. ates
(5 years prior to entering N
medical school)

, 1i

2,588,000 2,632,000. 2,711,000 2,775,000
"

2,845,000
_

2,875,000

. College First-Year Entrants N 1,063,100 1,231,900 1,501,900 1,516,600 1,481,400 1,495,200(4 ygarl prior to entertilg
medical school) MA) 41.1i 46.8% '48.0% 54.7% 52.1%.

,
52.0%
.

.

, PhysiCian-Aspirants N 1,000 51,/00 48,200 51,600 57,800 65,800

lk fi(13)* 4.8%

..,. ,

4.2%:;.; 3.7% 3 4%. 3.9% 4.4%

D. Medical School Applicants N N.A. N.A. N.A. 37,4 7 39,518 38,999

MB) N.A.- N.A. .

. N.A. 2.5% 2.7% 2.6%

,MC) N.A. N.A. N.A. 72;6% 68.4% 59,3%
.

E. Medical School Applicants N
Offered'Admission

N.A.' , N.A. N.A.
.

13,012 13,714 13,885

. M(D) A. N.A. N.A. 34.7% -34.7% . 35.6%

Medical School First-Year N '1.13,237 10;984
4' 12:180 12,370 13,022 13,746Entrants (Excludes

Repeaters) *(D) N.A. _N.A.. N.A. 33.0% 33.0%

.

3522%

. - ME) N.A. N.A.
- N.A. 95.1% . 95,0 99.0% °

.

G. 'Medical School Graduates
(4 years after enNering N
medical school)

-,..*

10,393 N.A,
. N.A. N.A.

e

' N.A. . N.A.

*Percent for all freshman was_used in computations;

5, 3



Exhfbit 15

'Medical Education Pathway-Interrelationships Among Selected.Mitesfones,

11970-1976: Combined Minority

.

.....

M1LESTDNE

. .

.

'tt

1

ACADEMIC YEAR- ..

197D-1971 1971-1972 1972;1973

..

1973-1974 1974-1975 .1975-1976
. .

High School.' Graduates

(5 years prior to entering
. medical sthool)

N
.

._.

N.A. -
%

N.A.'

.

N.A.

._

N.A.

.

N.A.
-

N.A.

College First-Year Entrants
(4 years prior to entering

. mgdical school)

OA

'N 100,000 128,000 171,000 121,000 - 135;900 138,960

i

(A) N.A.

,

' N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. W.A.

. C.- 'Physician Aspirants
, -

N 5,100 5,,760

.
.

6:840 4,360 5,710
-

6,530

%(B)* 5.1% 4:5% 4.0%, 3.6% 4.2% 4.7%

D.- Medical School Applicants
,

c

.

I ,

N R.A. . N.A. N.A. 3,049 3,106 I 3,052'

-%(-13)- N.A.
C

11.A,

0
N.A.

.

. 2.5%

,

2.3% . 2.2%

%(C) ) N.A. A.A. N.A. 69.9% ._ 57;64% 46..7 e

E. Medical School Applicants
Offered Admission

N N.A.'. N.A. 1,323 1,352 1,291

%(D)
,

...N.A. N.A.
- .

N.A. 43.4%. 43.5%.
*.

, 42,3%-

. ,

F. Medical School first -Year

Entrants
(Excludes Repeaters)

, -

755 , 972'-

,_

1,089 , 1;099

-

* 14332

1

1,223.

...

%(D) N.A. N.A. N.A. 36.0% 42.9% 40.1%

%(E) N:A. . N.A. N.A. 83.1% ,98.5% 94.7%

Medical School Graduates .
.(4 yeafs'aftereTtering
medical school)

N 594
.

.

N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

*Percent for3lacks was used in computations.



Exhibit 16

Medical Education pathway-Interrelationships Among Selected Milestones,
1970-1976: Blacks

MILESTONE
. .

ACADEMIC YEAR'
.

1970-1971
. ,

1971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974 1974-1975 1975-.1976
-

....,

X.., High School Graduates
(5 years prior to entering N

# #.medical school)
.:. .

316,000 336,000 ' 347,000 361,000 '380,000
..

385,000

B. College First-Year Entrants N
(4 years prior to entering

58,200 .58,500 1.... 85,400 98,300 98,700 102,900 .

-- Inedical school) . I"
%(A)- 18,4% ° .17.4% '24.6% ,27.2% . . 26.0% 26-.7%

'C. Physician Aspirants N. 2,9 0 2,630 3,410 3#540 4,.150 4,840

,, %(B) 5.1% -' '4.5% 4.0% 3.6% 4.2%-, 4.7%

D. Medical School Applicants N 1,250 1',552 2,382 , 2,227 2,368
;41

2,86

, %(8) . 2.1% 2.7% 2.8% 2.3% 2.4% 2.2%

%(c)
,

42.1% 59.0%'
.

69.% 62.9%, 57.1% 47.2%

E. Medical School Applicants N NA. N.A. N.A. 977 1,000 931
Offered Admission

%(D). N.A. N.A. , N.A. 43:2% 42.2% 40.7%

Medical School First'-Year -N
. ..

646 ..... '802 850
s

1350 984 897
Entrants (ExcLudes
Repeaters) : . i , %(D)

4

51.7% 51.7% 35.7%1 38.2% 41.6t 39.2%'

. %(E) N:A. N.A. N.A.
.

87.0% '88.4% 86.3%

GL Medical School Graduates
(4 years after ente-ring N

medical school)
495 ) N.A. N.A. -N.A. N.A. N.A.

Ir

e
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-respectively.2 The analysis findings are summarized in the
following sections.

Relationships Between College First-Year Entrants and High .

School- Graduates

The proportion of both non - minority and Black"high
scbool graduates entering undergraduate college
increased from 1965 to 1970:. (Five\years prior, to
the medicalschool academic year.) *

,The percent of both,non-minority and Black high
school graduates.,enteri. 'lege peaked in thb
1968-1969 high school academic year and declined
slightly thereafter.

)ton- minority high school Iraplvates consistently had
almost double the probability of entering college
than did Black high schOol graduates over the time.
period. In the 1975-19 76.high.school academic year,
S2.0 percent of the ifori=minority high '6chool
graduates entered college,as compare,d to 26.7 percent
`of the Black high school graduates.

Relationships Between Physician Aspirants and College First-

Year Entrants
4

111,e.ierc6n-i'of "probable piiysiciaii Ciree?iselection"
respon*s by college freshmen varied 'considerably*
over the six year period included in the evaluation

. and was considerably below the AAMC Task Force -.,

estimate of 6:0 percent for Black students eligik1e
for ac Wission to the 1970-1971 through 19,75-1976 '
Masses.

o The average percentof Black college freshmen-
indicating a possible physician career was 4.4
percent over the time period.

In each of the six years, a higher proportion.of
Blacks indicated possible,sphysician career thin did
all freshmen (4.4 percent average for Blacks, 4.1
percent for all. freshmen).

2
A more extensive discussion of these relationships for each Of the minority

groups is found in our earlier rePort, ibid; our analysis of relationships,

among stages includes conclusions" from our*nority specific analysis.

V
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Relationghip Between Medical School Applicants and College
-7T7gt2Year ntrants,

Me dical school applicants as a percent of college
first-year entrants four years, prior to application to,
medical school remained relatively stable (between 2.1
percent and 2.8 percent) for non- minority, combined
minority, Black, and Mexican American students over the
time period.

The percent of American Indian undergraduie college

ih the)1973-1974 and 197 -1975 -'ademic years with 4.9
entrants applying to medi hoof was relatively high

and 4-.1 ,percent, respectively; applicants in, the
1975-1976 academic year decreased to 0.9 percent.

Mairiloa'Puerto Rican medical school applicants as a
percent of undergraduatecollege entrants, were 6.2
percent. However, only one observation year (1975-1976)
uas'available.

Relationships Between Medical School Applicants and Physician
Aspirants

CS

Medical school applicants as a 'p rcent of the physician
aspir .ts has declined steadkly te the,1473'-1974

'adaaWic year for bo h non-minority and combined
minority student popu ations.

For Backs, mat school applicants as a -Proportion of
. aspirant's increased rom 42.1 percent in 1970-1971 to a
high of 69.9 percent in 1972-1973 and declined after
that date.

Thelratio--of-mt-diealschool-appli-cairts to-physician

' minority group than, for non- inority medical school
aspirants has been consist ntly lower for thecombined

applicants. The average pare .dime period of
the combined minority group was 57.0 perceft and 46.8
percent for the non- minority group. 4

The AAMC Task Force assumed that .a smaller proportion of
minority college freshmen,physicianaspirants would
become medical school applicants than would non-minority
fr hmen. HoWever, the Task Force .estimate of 25 and 35
pe cent for minority and non-minority students
r spectively underestimated the_actual proportion by ,a
f ctor of two in e ch case. Also, the ratios were not
s able over the t e period as also.aSpumed by the 'Task
F rce.

I
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Relationshi s Between Medical School Applicants Offered
mis=sion and Medical School Applicants

,- of.

Since the 1973-1974 academic year, the ratio of 2' '---

"medical schOol applicants-offered-adinission" to
medical school applicants was.higher for minority
students than fOr non - 'minority students, with an,
average of 4,3.1 percent of minority applicants'
receiving offers as compared to 35.0 percent for.-

."
non- minority applicants. *,

.....,
-

-
.

. , .

There has been no discernible change in the 'ratio of
"applicants-offered-admission" to applicants for any
of the pOpulation groups over the time period.

The ratio -of mapplicantS=Offered-admission" was
higher for Mexican Americans, with an average of 5A:0.,

,

)

percent, than for any ,of the other minority groups.

Relationships Between Medical School Npnrepeating, First-Year,
Entrants and MedicalSchool Applicants .

.

The ratio of medical School nonrepeating, first-year
entrants to medical schobl applicants is
substantially lower for-the non-minority population
than the-ccimbine& minority population with an
average of 33.17 percent. of the non,minority .

applicantS entering medical school as.compated i6 ,,.

397 percent for the minority appl ants.
.

-s The ratios for non-minori , combin d minority,
Blacks, and Mexican Americans have remained

.relatively stable since the 1974-1975 academic year.,

A significant dec
applicann was observed for,bOth the American Indian .

and Mainland Puerto Rican minority groups between the
1974-107.& and 1971-197'6 academic years.

. . 4

Mexican Americans had a sul;stantially higher and more
stable entrant to-applicant ratio t n. any of the
other minority groups with 48.1, 5 .3,,and 49.3
percent for the 1973 -19,74 'through 975-1 acaipmic
years respectively. ,

The AAMC Task Force"overestimata the proportion of
both minority and non-minority applicants, that become'
medical school entrants. The Task,Porte"assume& that`
approximately 75 percent of the minority applicants
would matriculate. .This comRares with an'observbd,
value of 39.7 percent. The Task Force also assumed
that about 45-percent of the non-minority students.
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would become entrants. Th, actual percent was163.7
percent over the last th ee aca a years.'

Relationships Between Medical School Nonrepeating, First-Year
tritrants and Medical School Applicants Uttered Admission.

N

,A very high,proportian of "the students offered a
pra-ce in the medical school first-year class become

entrants,in the medical school. The average 'for both
.---ediab-imea-minority students and,non-minority students

exceeds 90 percent.

A significant increase in the entrant to "applicant-.,
offered-admission" ratio.was observed for the/

c-

comibined minority, 'Black, American Indian, and
Mainland Puerto Rican groups, between the 1973-1974
and 1974-1975 academic years,

In the 1975-1976 academic year, the ratio Of entrants
to "applicants- offered- admission ", declined sharply
for the American Indian and Mainland uerto Rican
minority groups.

Relationships-Between-Medical School Graduates and Medical
School First-Year Entrants

) AF'

r%-1- ----;',Information on only one class that both enro ed and --
graduated during the time period included in the valuation
was.avallaple for analysis. Furthermore, the data reflect the .

'number of graduates receiving M.D. degrees in the academic
year rather than the number-of graduates from a particular
entering class receiving degrees. The crass sectional rather .

than longitudinal nature of the data, as".well as the presence
of only one isolated observation severely limit any interpre-
-trtion.of the relationship between the medical school graduate
and .medical school first -year entrant mijestones'in the
medical education pathway for minority students. A compre-
hensive analysis of.the relationships must await the .

availabiliOr of additional yearly data on minority gra!duates;
control for the incidence of repeaters and reentrants; as well
as controls for,aschOlols offering less than four year
curriculyms.

.
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V. PROJECTIONS OF FIdANCIAL AID REQUIREMENTS
AND ENROLLMENT

INTRODUCTION'

This chapter describes the evaluation of the achievement
of the .AAMC Task Force enrollment goals and financial aid
projections and ally develops predictions'regatding future
minority enrollment...-In presenting this analysis, the chapter
is divide& fnizo three sections, each of mtich is discussed in
turn. First, the AAMC financial aid requirements fox minority
students are updated. Second, the 'Achievement of the AAMC'
goals for minority enrollment are evaluated. Third; based on
characteristics of the medical education pathway, predictiaiAis
of future minority enrollment are developed'.

STUDENT. FINANCIAL AID REQUIREMENTS"

Titer 397D AAMC Task Force Report developed estimates of the
requirements..jor finAncial aid to minority students for the
academic years 1970-1971 through 1975-1976. Thes4 AAMC

-estimates are presented infExhibit 17 using both annual'aid
requirements of $3,000 and $4,00Q per student. The AAMC
'estimates specify the concept of minority student financial
"need" or Initially, an attempt was made to
compare the AAMC estimates of financial aid requirements with
actual financial aid disbursements to minority students.

'Given the unauailability oidata with regard -to the leVel of
financial-ad uTsed_to minority students, this
`section of the chapter contains an analysis of updated
financial aid requirements. An evaluation of the effect of
the.level of funding disbursed to minority students must await
the availability of requisite financial aid broken.down by'
minority group status. Limited data for funding through one
source--National Medical Fellowships- -are available and
analyzed in Chapter VII. The following discussion focuses on
the development and analysis of updated financial aid
requirements using more recent dita.

Methodology for Updating Financial kii:Ctstimates
k

The calculation of financial aid requirements involvs_the
- development of estimates of: a) the average leVel of aid per
year required,f4each student, and b) the number of minority
students reqftrihg.tid,



*Exhibit 17

AAMC Task Force Estimates of Total Aid Requirements
.

Academic
Year

. .

Total Aid Required
($3,D00-per year)

.

Total Aid Required
-($4,000.per year)

1970-71 $ 3,920,000 $ 5,230,000
--,

.

1971-72 5,530,000 .7.,370,000

1972-73 7,600,000 16,130,000 -

1973-ill 9,780,000 13,040,000

..- 1974-75 13,930,000 - 15,910,000. '.

1975-76 13,770,000 18,360,000

.Source: AAMC Task Force Repo Ta e B-11
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The estimates of average aid per year weredevelope4 as
-follows:

Average-annual cdsts for'individuals attending U.S-.
medical schoOls were obtained for the 1970-1971 and
1974-1975 academic years for'public and private
schools.?- These costs. which Were developed -in 1973
dollars, were converted to current price levels in
each of the academic years by applying relative
values of the Consumer Piioe

41 The public and private school costs weret4
combined using relative enrollment datah to produce
composite cost estimates of $5,503 for the 1970-1971
academic year and $7,360 for the 1974-1975 academic
year. -

The estimates for the 1970-1971 and 1974-1975e
academic years were combined to produce an average
estimate for the five year time-period of $6,413
paralleling the AAMC Task Force use of a constant"
cost estimate.

In the absence of more recent valid data, we assumed,
as did the AAMC Task Force, that-40 percent of a
studentls annual expenditures would be supplied by
personal funding (e.g., spouse's income,
employment). This results'in an estimated annual aid
requirement of $3,848 per student.

Paralleling the AAMC Task Force use of. an upper bound
estimate one-third higher than the low estimates, an
Upper estimate of $5,118 was developed.

The estimated number of students requiring aid was derived
by first obtaining actual minority enrollment data presented'
earlier in this report. .We then assumed, as did the AAMC Task
,Force, that 85 percent of minority students will require
-financial aid. This assumption may be somewhat pessimistic as
it ignores recent increases in minority family incomes.

. ;

1Federal Manpower-Legislation and The Academic Health Centers: An -
-

Interim Repoit, tarter al., The Rand Corporation, April 1974, pgc 14.

***N.2
Data were obtained from the project analysei of LCME-II (Liaison

Committee on Medical Education),data 1970-1971 through 1973 -1974; Fall

Enrollment Questionnaire 1974-1975; and AMC Division of Student Study

Report, October 1975.



However, the comparison of relative changes in minority and
non-minority incomes is a complex one and no data specifically,
applicable to medical' school students were available.

, *

Analysis of Mpdited Aid Requirements

The updated-estimates of total aid requirements ait shown
in Exhibit.18., A comparison of the Task Force estimates with
the updated requirements shows that actual aid requirements
were probably considerably higher than the AAMC Task Force

k estimated although the relative difference diminishes sharply
ih the most recent years. This diminished differehce between'
AAMC estimates and updated requirements can be attributed to
two partially offsetting factors. First, the yearly student
aid requirement is approximately,28 percent higher in the
updated estimates than the AAMC Task Force estimates.
Understandably,"the AAMC Task Force did not anticipate the
magnitude of the rates of inflation that actually occurred
during the six year period. Second, it should be recalled
that the AAMC Task Force used Black enrollment asa proxy for
total minority enrollment. Since the.updated estimates use
actual total minority enrollment, the enrollment figures are
higher than the AAMC Task Force estimates for the years
1970-1971 through 1972-1973. For the academic years 1973*-1974
through 1975-1976, the failure to meet the AAMC Task Force
enrollment projections drops the number of minority students
below the anticipated levels and sharply diminishes the
differences in total aid,iequirements.

Exhibit 19 presents updated estimates of total aid
requirements for, Blacks rather than all minorities. This
exhibit permits the analysis of the full impact that the
failure to-achieve the AAMC 'enrollment levels have had on
total financial a14 requirements. A comparison of-those
estimates and the AAMC Task-Force-estimates st-owSthattlital
aid -requirements are lower than originally estimated starting
with the 1973-1974 academic year, despite the higher estimated
annual cost per student. Again, this result can be attributed
to the increasing difference between the actual level of Black'
enrollment and the AAMC Task Force targets for enrollment.

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL MINORITY ENROLLMENT' LEVELS WITH AAMC TASK
FORCE GOALS.

1-14Chapter III we presented a detailed analysis of medical
Sschool enrollment patterns. This section ummarizes that data

and compares minority medical- school enrollment to the '

enrollment projections developed by the AAMC Taskeyorce.*

_.Exhibits 20 and 21 summarize- the observed minority
enrollment leyels by year.for the combined minority and the

0-
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Exhibit 18

"Updated Estimates of 'Nita.' Aid Requirements:
All-Minorities

A

Academic Year

Number of Minority

'Students Requiring Aid

. otai Aid Required

$3,848 er Y4pr $5,118 Per Year

. 1,476 5,619,648 $7,554,168

1971-72 2,094 8,057,712 '10,717,092_

1972-73 2,697 ' 10,378,056 13,803,246

1973-74 3,072. 11,821,056 15,722,496

1974-75 3,675 ..
14,141,400 18,808,650 -

1975, -76 3,845 #
...._

14,795,56G 19,678,710

net



. Exhibit 19

Updated Estimates of fotal Aid Requirements:

Blacks

4

vo

Academic YeareStudents-Requiring

, (umber iof Blatie
& .

Aid

Total Aid
.

Req red

,

$3,848 Per Year $g Per Year ..

me

.

'N
'''''

,..-:

'

1970-7f
.

1971-72:
,

197Z-7S...

73.74

li-75
. . .

.

, .

'

'

4

'
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EXHIBIT 2 4

COMPARISONS OF ACTUAL EIROLLMENT LEVELS WITH AAMC TASK FORCE PROJECTIONS,
1970-1'976: NON-MINORITY

t

ENROLLMENTOLLMENT CHARACTERISTIC
.CADEMIC YEAR .

1970-1971 1971-1972' 1.s -1973 1973-1974 -1974-1975 1979 ..-1976

A.

.

/0
.

Estimated Total Size of
Nonrepeating first-Year
Blass; All\Students
(EXCIOekliepeaterS)

0

1Q,992
e

.

..11,956

4:r

1,3,269

.

13,469 - -14,s354

. .

14,969"

.

8

.

Percent of Total Population
- 4Non-Minority

.

l

85.6%. 85.2% 85.1%- 84.6% 84.4%

,

)

'84:2%

.

Proportional Target for,

Non-Minprity Enrollment in
Medical School First-Year
Class (A'x B) -.

10,173, 10,700 . 11,716
8' '.

.

11,618

,

12,205 12,525

- -

.Noh-Mtnority.Medicat School
',Nonrepeating First-Year

Entrants ,...--

(Excludes Repeaters

,

10,237. 10,984

.

.

12,180 12,370

.

13,022 ..

...)

13 -,746

E PerCiat...Ja
.

.

CD i C) ...
.

.
.

0.

100.6% lin.7 fi, 103.9%
.

106.5% 106.7%
-

109.7%

7
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Exhibit:21 ,

Comparisons of Actual Enrollment Levels with AAMC Tdsk Force Projections,
1970-1976: Combined Minority

.,_

ENROLLMENT CHARAeTERISTIO
.

ACADEMK YEAR

1970-1971 1971-1972 1972-1973 1973-1974 1974-1975 1975-1976

EstiMated'ToVal Size of
Nonrepeating Pirst-Year
Class, All StUdents
(Excludes Repeaters)."

%
10,992 1.1,956 13,269

. 1

13,469

-i

. 14,354

.

,

14,969

B. Percent of Tota44-Population
Combined Minority

14.4% 14.8% 14.9%

.

15.4%
.

15.6%,* 15.8%.

.

C.

. .

Proportional Target for
Combined Minority Enroll-
merit in Medical School
First-Year Class* (A x B)

819

.

I

. 1,256
,

1,553 .1,851

7\ .

2,149 2,444

D.

,

Combined Minority Medical
School Nonrepeating First-
Year Entrants .(Excludes
Repeaters). .

. 755

,

972

.

1,089a 1,099
. ,

t,332 1,223

E. Percent of Target Achieved 92-2% 77.4% 70.1% 59.4%
-----T

62.0% 50.0%

.. . .

* Calculated from the sum of the individual minority groups.



. non-minority student population.3 The most recent population
estimates from the Bureau of Census were used to 'calculate the
targeted:. number of,minority students required for
proportionalifrft the 1975,-1976 academic year. However, for.
Blacks the Task Force estimate of 1,800 first -ye'r class
entrants were used,jpermitting,direct comparisons with the
Taik Force goals. For other groups, the yearly enrollment, X
increase necessary to achieve targeted 1975=1976 enrollment
was distributed Iinewly over.the six-year period between the
1.970 -1971 andi1975-1976 Academic years, taking into account
the:leyel of iihority enrollment in 1969-1970. Therefore, the
target enrollment level /or each minority group increased each
year to the 1975-1976 enrollment vial. For; each population
group, the percentage of target achieved is calculated for
each year.

.

The principal goalts by the 1970 AAMC Task Force was7the
achievement of proportional representation of,minoTity
populatkons in the medical school first-year class enrollment
by the 1975-1976 academic year. ThiS goal has not been met,
and in terms of the combined minority populations, only 50 .

percent of the required, number. of first-year minority students
necessary to meet the population parity goals were enrolled'in
the-1975-1976 academic%year.

As the minority group witli the largest number of first-
year students, the enrollment patterns for. Blacks-dominate-the
combined minority population. When the minority groups are
assessed individually, it is apparent that the American Indian
and-Main.and Puerto Rican groups were more successful than
Blacks in moving toward the goal of proportionality. Although
neither group achieved parity with the population in'the
1975-1976 academic year, the American Indians and Puerto
Ricans did attain 81.7 percen and 60.0 percent of the Task
Force goals, respectively.: T .s-level of parity compares
favorably with 49.t perent fo Black and 44.7 percent for
the Mexican Americans*,

It muet be remembered, however, that the proportion of
- -Amer an Indians and Mainland Puerto Ricans in the population

is, rel lysmall in comparison to the proportion of Blacks
ANA' Mexican Americans. Therefore, significantly fewer new
American Indian or Puerto Rican medical school' entrants are '
required to achieve parity. Givei their proportion.in the
population and the, concomitant number of students required to

1-i

3 ikData regarding each Minority group are found - in the earlier. Orkand
stua5r, 2E.'cit. pp. tit - 7$-81, but some of the discussion for each

. -mimority group is:ps.¢sented in tikid chapter.
.
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achieve parity, medical schools face a more massive enrollment
task to achieve parity f Or Blacks and Mexican AMericans.-

Between the 19741975 and 1975-1976 academic, years,
movement toward parity of minority medical students was
substantially halted and even reversed by the overall decline
in. the number and proportion of minority medical students
enrolled in the first-year class. The goal of-minority
representation was farther ffom being achieved in the latter
than in the, former academic year.-

1976-1980 PROJECTIONS OF FIRST-YEAR CLASS ENROLLM4NTS

. I

in addition to analyzing the:updated lknancial aid
requirements and evaluating tie achievement of theAAMC Task
Force goals, this,Chapter presents prpjections of future
minority medical school enrollment. These predidtionsare
based on our earlier "analyses or the relationships between
stages in the medical education pathway.

- Projecti of first-year class enrollments were devetope
for the time period 1976 through` 1980. Information provided
by 114 medics chools on expected class size,-- developed in
...response to the 1 73-1974 academic year LCME-II. (Liaison
Committee on Medic Education) questLonnaire--was used in

_conjunction with the level 9E planned medical school
enrollment to project the total first -year. Class-size for all
U.S. medical schools in future years:4 Projections were then
.Calchlated for 'the combined minority group an4 the Black
minority group using the trend data for high School graduates
and-college firstYear entrants. 'she 2.3 percent ratio of
medical school applicants to college first -y-eat entranys was
applied to estimate' medical school applicants in each academic

. year, and the 39.7'percent .ratio was used to estimate the
number of medical schobl lionrepeating, first-year entrants.
The proportions of ,the combined minority group and the Black

.mtnoriYy group in the total first-Tear Class previously
estimated were then calculated. The results of the
projectvOns are. presented in Exhibit 22. Projections were not
made for the other minority-groups because of the small number
of students and.the instability of many of the medical

I

4These projections were first developed in. 1975, and the trend predicted
by these projections has been borne out by subsequent.even'ts. More
specifically, the change from an "increase in minority enrollment to a
decrease in minority enrollinent that we predicted in 1975 understates the
actual level, of the decrease. Except for minor i4ord changes; the

followthg'section remains unchanged from our originil report,

-56-
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.Exhibit 22

Projections of First-Year Class Enrollment: 1976-1980

Population Group

ACADEF11 C YEAR

1976-1977 7:1977-1978 1978-1979 197971980-

N N

A. Total 15,571 '100.0% 15,905 100.0% 16,072
;

100.0% 16,235 1000%

B. ComOned Ninority/*-1,692 10.9% 1,566 9.8% 1,589 9.9% 1,613 9.9i

C. Black 1,237 .7.9% 1,175 7.4 ,4,130 7.0% 1,115. 6.9%
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. education pathway relationships for these groups which would
probably render the projections inaccurate.

The projected first -year' class enrollments fatminority,:
medical students. indicate the proportion of minority students
will, increase in the 1976-1977 academic years. This may be /
attributed to the. substanti"d1 increase in undergraduate
college first-year enrollment in the 1972-1973 academic year.
Of all of the medical education pathway relationships, the
most stable over time-and the highest impict appears to be the
relationship between college enrollment and the medical school
applicant pool% After 1972-1973, the college first-yer
enrollment declined for Black undergraduates and declined and

_rose, tagan for the combined minority population. These.

effects resulted in the drop in the combined minority
projections for the academic year 1977-1978 from 10.9 percent
to 9.8 peIcent and.the.subsequent stabilization of the
combined linos-qty proportion of the first-year class at 9.9
percent. Black medical school:first-year enrollment, however,

- after an increase to 7.9 percent in 1976-1977 will apparently
continue to decline over the four year period to 6.9 percent
of the total first-year class by the 1979 -1980 academic year.

r
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VI. 'IMPLEMENTATION OF TASK FORCE RECOMMENDATIONS,

INTRODUCTION

4.

-

The 1970 AAMC TasK Force report proposed five major areas
where`eff6rts should be made to increase and sustain the
retention of minority students in the medical education
pathway. During the course of this study, information was
gathered on the implimentation status of

each
of the major

recotmendations. A brief discussion of each area follows.

RECOMMENDATION: INCREASE AVAILABILITY OF STUDENT AID AT THE
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL k.

.Because this exploratory evaluation focused on U.S.
medical schools, the issue of undergraduate educational
financing was not investigated in depth. Mere were few data
available on the distribution of student aid and institutional'
assistance to minority groups: Study,of undergraduate
educational financing is difficult because of the multiple
sources of asatstance an8 the lack of a central reporting I

system.
MIE

se.

Analysis of the e feet that c 4tes in the level of
student aid have on he retention of minority studTts is
confounded by the e of aggregate data without minoritY-
group-specific'br. downs. Although an overall trend in
student funds may be observed: the same pattern is riot
necessarily applicable to all student population groups.
Because minority student's make up a relatively small
proportion-of the total undergraduate enrorlment and the
numbers of students are also correspondingly small --,
especially for thee smallest minority group54uch as American
Indians and Mainland Puerto Ricans--even a'relatively, small
share of-finaAciat.aid targeted tb%these groups can have a
substantial impact. This AAMC Task Force r.ecommendatiOn
deserves° additional investigatiOn rega ;ding the relationships
among the following:' general funding, minority _group funding,,
and minority student, retention in the undergraduate curriculum..

1

RECOMMENDATION: DESIGNATEN SIN LE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION,SUCH
AS NATIONAL MEDICAL FELLOWSHIPS,'10 BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
COORDINATION, SOLICITATION, AND DISTRIBUTION OF FINANCIAL AID
TO MINORITY STUDENTS

ft appears that sincethe 1970 AAMC Task Force report, no
one oiganization has taken the responsibility for the

.
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centralized coordination, soliCitation, and distribution, af
financial assistance to minority students, The myriad variety
of sources of loan and scholarship assistance for
non-minority, as well as minority students, seems to be the
major, difficulty in the coordination of.financial aid
activities. Minority medical students -in addition to having
generalized eligibility to all scholarship and loan
programs--are the specific targets of special aid programs
such as those administered by National Medical Fellowships, ,

Inc. The coordination betweemthe multiple sources of
financial aid required to fulfill this recommendation is
difficult, as sources of aid invalvd not.only scholarship.and,
loan sources but elements of Federal, State, and.local
government programsis well as private philanthropic,)
organizations.

The-AAMC publication entitled Medical School Admission
Requiremen.ts 1976-1977.discusses"the various. sources of
financial assistancejor students and identifies the following
major types of sources: medical school*, the Federally
supported. Public Health Service Health Professions Scholarship
Program;.the Fedefally supported Guaranteed Loan Program
(Federally Insured' Student Loan Program); loan funds, such as
the American Medical Association Edvation and Research
Foundation (AMA-ERF) Progi--at; and ,pylvate philanthropic
Ortanizations.'

Although centralized coordination of the sources" listed
-above has not-taken place- with resp-ect ta-the-f-i-nan
assistancvsquired by minority students, National Medical
Fellowships, Inc. (NMF), has continued to be a major source of
both financial aid and information for minority medical
students. Three changes in the programmatic,characteristics
of NMF are important over the time period included in this
evaluation. First, between the 1970-P971 and 1974-1975
academic years, NME substantially increased its level of
funding, doubling its awards from $924,000'in 1970-1971 to
almost $2.3 million in the 1974-1975 academic.year. In the
1975-1976 academic year, NMF funding declined to approximately
$1.9 million.

Second, the number of minority stWents-included in,the
scholarship programs has more than tripled from 598 to 1,840
between the 1970-1974 and 1974-1975 academic years. In the
1974-1975 academic yeaf, approximately 42 percent of all

v minority students enrolled in U.S. medical schools were
11' receiving some financial aid .,from NMF with an average award of

$1,245. This compares with 34 percent of minority-students
funded through .NMF in the 1970-1971,academic year with an
average award'of $1,545.
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The number of students funded by'NMF substantially
declined between the 1974-1975 and 1975-1976 academic years.
During. the 1975-1976 academic year, 1,551 students--
approximately 34 percent of minority students-jwere funded by
NMF. Thus, although the NMF program has.substantially
increased the number of funded students, the proportion of

..minority student's fUnded in the 1975-1976 academic year was
the same as in -the 1970-1971 academic year.

The third major change in the NMF program ,is the increased
scope of the program to include Mexican American, American
Indian, and Mainland Puerto Rican medical students, as well as
Black students. In the-1969.-1970 academic year, Blacks
accounted for 100 percent of the number of awards. By the
1915-1976.academic year, Blacks colliprised 77.2-percent of the
number of awards with'Mexican-Americans, American Indians, and
Mainland Puerto Ricans accounting foi .15.9, 1.2, and 5.2
percent of.the awards, respectively.

RECOMMENDATION: ESTABLISH AN EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY BANK AS
A LONG TERM SOLUTION TG THE PROBLEM OF MEDICAL STUDENT
FINANCING

, The Educational Opportunity Bank has not been
implemented. IkS stated in the Task Force, report, the Bank
would provide loans to all qualified_ students to enable them,
-tojinahce completely their educational costs at the
institution of-their choice. Loans would be piid out of
-fUture earrings a no-distinLtions would

. .

exist, even with r ect to the student's own economic
resources. As state by the Task Force, an objection to the
Educational Opportunity Ba is based on the underlying view'NAthat students should finan e it dim educationalthough
medical education and the raining of physicians is considered
by some as a public good which deserves some pUblic'support
and financing. Also, the bank concept removes considerations
of the student's financial need and ability to pay as a
primary criterion in the equitable distribution of limited
scholarship and loan monies. Another major difficulty. with_
the Educational Opportunity Bank would be the lengthy start-up
time before the Bank would become self-:financing.- During the
period prior to the receipt of any repayment income,.esZeniive
external funding would be-required.: - 77,-4,4--

,f--
%RECOMMENDATION: .ESTABLISH A NETWORK OF REGIONAL CENTERS TO
PROVIDE FACTUAL AND PERSONAL INFORMATION ABOUT CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES FOR MINORITY STUDENTS

.

The network of r4ional centers suggested by the Task YI
.--- -- .

Fore has not been impleMented. However, the RAMC has
,conIinued to sporisor.a 'Series of yearly tegional meetings for
.the deans of medical schools. At these meetings, discuSsiOns



center on the recruitment and retention of all students as
well as other issues of interest and concern to .the
institutions. Ih 1973, the series of regional, eetings and
workshops focused specifically on problems related to the
education ,of minority students and the drSSemination of
information about new programs at various schools. It should
be emphasized that these regional meetings and activities are
not directed at students but rather,at the administrative
personnel of, medical schools.

. The regionarcenter concept would be a difficult,program
to administer "since_ the AAMC, the togical choice for coordi-
nating such an activity, is not established on a regional basis
but rather-operates out. of a national headquarters.

RECOMMENDATION: ,EXPAND THE AAMC-OFFICE FORATNORITY STUDENT
AF IRS.

Si 970, the AAMC Office for Minority Student Affairs
has.exp ed both in the number of personnel assigned and in
the role it plays4ith-the individUal medical schools,
according to the,AAMC. The Office received little funding
with one person assigned prior to 1970. Since 1970, the
Minority Student Affairs Office has received regularly t

budgeted funds from the A4MC and, according4to the Associa-
tion, has a staff,of Uur. The Office has apparently been
instrumental= in organizing data collection, activities. -in
conjunction with otter AAMC staff efforts--to provide regular
reports on-the enrollment of minority students in the nation's
medical, schools.

The Office is alsoje5ponsible'f or the publication of the
handbook entitled Minority Student Opportunities in U.S,
Medical Schools, which includes a brief description of
minority-related policies, and programs provided by each
institution. The Offi.Ce is also responsible for the
coordination pf efforts with the' Minority Affairs Offices at
the individual schools. Due to the large number-of individual
institutions that nnst be dealt with and the unique problems
faced by, each, these efforts have been somewhat less
successfur,than the Office's data cbllection and publication
activities, It should,be.noted that an independent
association of,minoriiy student affairs offices was formed in
An effort to supply additional coordination.

In A. 4 effoit to increase the prObabilfty of medical
school's acceptance of minority students, the AAMC operates
the Medical Minoiity.Applicant Registry (MEDMAR). The program
provides the opportunity for a minority medical school
applicant to have basic biographical' information circulated
automatically to the admissions offices of all U.S. medical'
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schools withouecost. Medical schools interested in further
contact with particular students will correspond with them-
directly and request more detailed application materials.,

The AAMC Task Force evidenced much doncetn over the
primary testinvinstrument, the Medical4College AdiisisiOrips
Test (MCAT), used to determine a student's, suitability for
medical school. One recommendation made by the Task Force was
that the Office of Minority. Affairs cooperate,with the NEAT
Advisory- Committee to minimize racial and zultural biaSes in
the test. Recently there was a revision of the MCAT which
sought to restructure questions in order to reduce biaies
against students ftom socially, economically, and culttkrally

-diverse backgrounds. Evaluation pf the impact of the new
testing instrument--introduced in the Spring of 1977--on
minority tudent admissions must await the reaction of medical
school admi sions committees to the testing results.

Another" function suggested by the Task Force for the AAMC
Office for Minority Student Affairs was the evaluation of
programs directed toward increaving.minority enrollment in
medical schools. Although 'the dissemination of information
about specific successful programmatic activities. has taken
place at the regional meetings and at other forums; it appears
that no systematic framework for the evaluation of .

programmatic activities implemented at individual schools has_
been developed. The institutional enrollment data with
respect to minority medical students over time are available
through the Liaison Committee on Medical Education (LCME)
questionnaires and the Institu -

-,
a consistent, verified, and comparable database -on minority
pro'grams have not been deve oped obtained. The AAMC Office
-for Minority Student Affairs s a initer the questionnaiu
for input to the Minority Student Op ortunities in United
States Medical SchooLs handbook;_.A0Wever, tiie intormation is
not collected in a tormat that permits analysis of the
programs or. the target populations they are deSigned to ,

affect. In the course-of this project, an effort was made to
If. profile some of the major types of programs and determine

their distribution among the nation's medical schools. Thpse
res0t.s are repoqea.in Chapter VII, Analysis of Minority
Medical student Programs.

SUMMARY OF PINDINgS

.The 'Principal findings with regard to the implementation
of AAMC Task Forte reeomnendations are:

Implementation of the :recommendation that student aid
at the undergraduate level be increased canlot-be

Nit



evaluated from avai able data. Data on student and
institutional aid not show the breakdown of, such
aid between min y and non-minority groups,

- ,

NO single organization has taken the responsibility
for the centralized coordination, s-olicitation, and
distribution of financial assistance to minority
studen as recommended by'.the AAMC Task Force.
Natio a

ds
l Medical Fellowships, Inc., has, however,

cont. ued and expanded its role as a. major source of
both financial aid and information for minority
medical students.

There has been no effort to establish.ak "educational
:opportunity bank" as a long' term solution to the
problem.of-medical,student financing.

.

There has been no implementation of the AAMC Task
___Force'recommendation to establish a network of

regional centers-to provide factual and_personal
information about career opportunities. for minority
- students.

Since'1970, the AAMC Office for Minority Student
AfAAit.s has, as recommended by the Task For e, ,

'expanded both in the number of personnel a signed and
in the functions it carries out. The Off.ce has been

umental in organizing data collecti.n activities
rely ed to mino_iiIyenrollment and Ln-d-ilsseminating7
-information on minority related policieS and
prograts. It has also cooperated in an/effort-to
revise the Medical College Admissions Test in order
to minimize racial and cultural biases..
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VII. s ANALYSIS OF MINORITY STUDENT PROGRAMS

-"INTRODUCTION
-

This, chapter investigates some of the factors related to
the process of minority medical student enrollment and
retention. Several data constraints' regafding minority .

programs and funding required this analysis to focus on
descriptive rather than analytical approaches: This analysis
of minority related programs is presented in three sections:
recruitment, academic aid, and financial assistance,

RECRUITMENT PROGRAMS-

Recruitment programs are primarily designed to increase a
7,A

minority_ student's in,prest in the,medical professiontat the '

high school` and undergraduate college levels. Recruitment
programs expose students to a variety of stimuli including
physician role models, films,. lectures, seminars, and field
visits-highlighting aspects of the medical education
curriculan and the career of medicine. Recruitment programs
may be administered by the medi =cal schools or by other
organizations. Several programs, not administered by medical
schools, develop inter-A in the health professions generally
rather- than specifically Tocusing..om the' medicakschool
curricqum.

in reviewing the statements of, medical schools describing
?heir recruitmen4 programs during. the 1974-1975 academic year,
.six types of programmatic activity werio most frequently
reported summer, orientation, preparatory, comprehensive
minority, and tracking programs as well asifield
Field. visits are by far the most common recruitment activity,
with over three-quarters of the 97 schools reputing4Programs
of this.type. Summer programs, consisting of courses.
introducing prospective medicak..school applicants to the
iedical-.curriculum and, medical careers, are also frequently
employed by medical schools with 32 'schools reporting,some
form' of summer recruitment .program activity.. The, number of

1
-f

, .

.
A more detailed discussion regardingthese data constraints,, as well as

a more detailed analybks of ,the programs is presented-lin the earlier

Orkand stu0. See: ThaNCrkand Cdmoratinii, op. cit., Chapter Itt.
f .
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summer recrbitmentprograms may be somewhat undefstated
because many'of'the,prokrams dsci'bed by*the-schools as
Orientation or preparatoiymu also be components of a® broad-err,
"based summer program activity.

if-

were.'Almost all of the p'rogramt rdeCiibed by the schools'
as targetedipt all-minoritygroups included in this study;
-however,the actual operational:charateristics of the
programs certainly depend on the environment in which the.-
mediCal,School is located. Several schools reported t-hat-
,tlitiilirbgrat's also sought' to recruit low-income students,
regardless of rVejkl'or-ethnic group membership.
.number of schools and program_s singled out a particular"
_minority group for special attention.- Nineteen schools._-
repoiled_Speciai-irograms.tatgeted at- the recruitment of Black
students;five schools had:programs designed; recruit, - -

Americaff Lndiaan studenti; and tWo school programs were
targeted, at Mexican Americans. Notchool responding to 'the'
AAMC request for _information repotted special recruitment.
programs aimed. only atXle Minland' Puerto Rican'minbritv.
group. Many redruitmeril programs overlap,_rintorcing one

-,

.another bl-their activities. Most schools report either one
f47.4 percent), twO,J33.0 percent), or:,threel(16.5 percent).
programs, but a few ilistit ions operate several recruitment
programs., -

P

i
-1

Two important dimensions orthe recruitment programs were
not assessedn_thit evaluation: program quality and program

, ,
cost., Detailed information' was noe7available,abont'specifico
,programs,in place across the-Medical schoolseherefOre, a :-

'1systematic assessment- of program,Auality was_not.possible.
Furthermore, .information about the cost of,nograms was also
t obtapab

p ented i
available r

'

from secondary soyecesand--asf the Case studies
he.following.chapter teveal--Was not alWaYs

tothe indiVidual. schools.. . :-

. ..
1, .

SinCe the"program data Were ipnly available 'for the:
1974-105.4ca,demic year,-'-it was'impossible,to assess the
differentiarrmpact of tae recrUitment progr on minority.
,enrcajment:lin-medical school. HOweVer, it 1:/,o. be useful to
'present thIftprplIment characterisfics.of.-the types 'of,,,,Schools.

, in-rwhich therecrultment prOgrams.!arp:operational. -Although , .

the Present data-make it impotsibp to discover Whether the,
,enrollment pattern's influenced thetihitiation of-program ..,- 11*

activity fT vice- .versa, EXhibli.23 summarizes tliewerage .. 7

numbei -4-ndtpropsortionAf minority students_enrolleid in-:the
medical schbortt reporting each'program.tyPe.during.the ,,,.4 ,

107*-1915 academic year. This'exhibit-excluoies.Howa.ra inid,
Meharry, the traditionally B &ck cotlegeS,Arom.:the.analysis
,so the.10an. will not be skewed by these two*atypical_Clases. -':,

,Schools with ,theithiihes-taverag minpritynrollikent'in the
. r,

.--- fittt-year: clastalso employ racking pg programs in .their, c

,-.
v. .

4
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Exhibit 23
4

First -Year En1611ment'CheracteilItIcs, bY-.Type,of
Retruitment

- '

Prog'raml 094,/e-:1975-
.

0

-4,

Piogram Type'
. . .I.

N

. .

Mean Number of
Minority:Students

. .
.

'MeanProvortionlpf
; MinOrityS"tudents.

..

Field Visits 76 1
.

, '12.2
,

.
- *93%

Summer
. ,,

. .31- ..-''
.

12.7' .
...,

.

9.1%-
t

.

Orientation i 2T
It

-.

1169
.

'. : 8.9%
.

Ripparatorr 12' 11'.7
II.

. 8.7% '."--.

Comprehensi.ve
"Minoeity

Rrogram

i' -.

12
.

-

..

- ,

14-6
.

s 8.9?
. .

.

.

-

Mocking . 6 18,p

t

m.o.% ,,

Minoru student Opportunities in United States Medical
Schooig lam-1976..

o

e
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recruitment activities. These six sc oOls-also have_the
4 highest proportion of minority,studen in the .first-year
.class. Comprehensive minority pr gra S, field visits, and
summer activities also occur-in sc ols with somewhat higher
numbers and proportions-: pf-Mnority students; however, the,
differences between.-th eans are in most cases relatively
marl and eay well!' be i tgnrficant.i.

1 Jr.
AlVhough-no cost' informaticin was available w respect to.

. the_programs included in the above'analysis, more retailed .
..

financial information was 'availableabout.the-fundi levels,.. o£, the recxditment programs sponsored by the Special .th
Career, Opportunity Grant's (SHCOG) program admihistered by

_ Heelth Resouwes'Administration. In Fiscal Year 1974,'the
. -SiLl. prograwfundedj18 programs having the' designated purpose

-'17..tivation or identificatiOn and recruitment of potential'WA
74-diCal students--although'some program$ had multiple

4)...,:_._ objectives (e.g-, medical studenlispin conjunction with dente
-f- or pharmacy students). The fotel7unding level for these-

program's was $1,587,000, And progl-am-targets included. Blacks,
. American Indians, and Spanish- ,surnamed as Well as
other ditadvantaged

41,
grouRs.

ACADEMIC AID PROGRAMS fo

Academic aid programs areactivities directe at assisting
accepyed medical --sGhool-applicAnts-Rteparejar--or on duct,---

their/academic studies attet matritulation. Medica schools
Deported two major types- of academic aid activities.dui-ing'the
1974-1975 academic year: tutorial pro4ams; and a.speciAl.

,'re-entry 'summer' program designed t©- assist conditionally
Irccepted students prepare for dntr); with fula,Statv 4n'the
fall. ,It should 1pe emphaSized that the academic aid programs
are not excluSivelly. targeted at minority students as.art..
several of the recruitment activitieseherally, tutorials 1 1 .1

and pre-entry summer, programs are available ,toall-Students 4

.enrdlled inrMtdical school; however; such-Slfvices tend. to .be
used disproportibnaely by minority studefftS because.zof
problems associated With previoup academic, preparation. Some
minority students admitted to medical school ireconditionally
admitted pehding successful Completion of.the pp-entry summer
.prograp. Additional details qn such,prograds are provided int
the case study documentatkon:' When school enrollment
characteristics Tor.the-1974-1975academid,year are compalvd
to the'availability,of- academic aid programs, it appears that
the pte-entry summer program is present at'those institutions

F
enrolling a relativly.large,oumber of minority Students in

or

i

4

Orkand Corporation, ibid., Appendiees A through H.
A
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.

-. . .

the first-year class ( proximately 16 millbrity,students per
clasS) and a'higher-pro ortion of minority students (11.7 ,

percent). Exhibit pr §ents
.

the mean, enrollment values for %....,.

theschools with specific academic aid programs. However,.due .,
to the same limitations described for the recruitment programs,-
no conclusions are warranted about the effects of the pre-
entry summer.programon changes in minority student enrollment
for the time period included'in Ihis evaluation. A thorough
review of the.htstorical experience of the-schools presdnting
summer program's would have, to be developed to,determine the

.

enrollment effects..- . - ._

'. . ,

,In-Fiscal-Year 1974, 'the SHCOG program funded l4-Programl,'
bath affiliated and not affiliated with' medical,Schools, for
the pUrposes of admissions and retention, development 'of -

m students in the M.D. kurrIculum..' The definition of
etenti used bythe SHCOG program is imilar to that used by '.

the AAMC Task Forte and includes genet.). zed retention in.the 0
* medical education pathway and associa cademic remedial and

reinforcement programs.' SpetiAl course work may include
subjec s'in the healt -sciences, math,- and'other health- '
ref at d curriculum, a 'well_aspcareer ancl academic counseling
and toririg programs , . .

,

*-
,..-,

, . . ,,_

FI-NANOIAle ASSISTANCE
.

.,,

,
,

,
.. . . . - t

- e analysis of the sources and distribution of financial -, .

assistance fill' medi...41 education is a_tomplex task. ,As .
%.

f-

previously,discussed in this report, the sources'of funds are
.both numerous and diverse; In addition, there is no .

centralized:reporting-of the final disposition of all funds'
made available., Therefore, .it is very diffioult.te%at a
comprehensive picture of the availability or use of'flinds in
any given time gefiod.Jt is prRcisely.these types of data, -1 .

howevdr,' that are to conduTf an analysis of theimpact'of
changes in the supply df,financial resources .op medical school
enrollment. Furthermore, if-'the analysis is to explain

:- changes in the enrollment patterns' of the minority student *.

popu1aq0=-a relatively small propdrtion of the total -
,---

enr011ient levels in the nations- medicalschools--even move' .

.detailed, data. are' quire& that specify the amounts needed by ,.
and awaltied..to the minority group students. Information at
,tfie lev A desired for.a comprehensive assessment-was not'
avail4b e Titer Pre,,this-exploratofy evaluation made-use .of
seconds data porting the tOtal funding levels by various

..loan'and olarship.categories to assess.whether, or not there
appeared tO be any relationships between changes over time4in-
thewfundOrof financial assistance programs3 (both to schobll'
and ,to, - students) thi enrolrl4nent of minor\ty studenti..

,.t.
....

. , A more dqtaiied descripticon of various sourcei of financial assistance ,

.

. ,
. --, istpresented -in: The dricand Cdrporation, ibid.,.chapter III. '"-

1 # .. .

9--
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Exhibit-24

First-Year: Enrollment Characteristics,
by Academic Aid Program Type:,_1974-19751

4*.

f- , ,

Program, Type a N

. Mean, Number of
Minority, Students

Mean.ProPortion of.
Minorrty'Stydents

Tutorial

Pre Entry'- Summer ,

. _ .
A

.- Remedial i... ..

Academi c'. Re 1 n forcemen t
.

...

"Other':Summer. !

- . .

73

40_

-5

4,

l

'.

.

11.4-

16.2

12.2_

!7.(8--,

18.0.
. .

. . 9.2%
,-

- *11.7%_____

8.2% _

, 10.2%

.11.9%

Sodrce: '`- Minority Student Oppoftudities.in United States Medical
.'1,School,s 1975-76.

.

A'

a

s

A
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National MedicaLFello shivs Inc.

Nati-onal Medical_Feliotithips, Inc., (NMF),4-is a cri.tically -

A important source of financial assistance for minority medical
students. The funding,:activity primarily focuAes on stalents,_
in. their first- and "second_ years; however, third and_fourth-,

'year student's -are also provided with fellowships through Sloan
and Macy Foundatiog funds administered by NMF. The growth in
NMF funding activities has been extensive.-- In the 1974-1975
academic year. NMF distributed awards to 1,840 students with
956 going to firstLyear,students represehting approximately 52
percent of the entering minority members of the freshmen
class..., The average award to the student recipient was $1,245
which defrayt approximately on-fifth of the IFttmated yearly
aid .required base on the calculations' presented in Chapter.V.
In' the 1975.,-1976 cademic year, NT funding declined and
awards were distTibuted to 1,551 studentt.

Bureau of Realth.Maripower'-

, -Until Fiical Year 1974, the funds aftinistered.by the
Bureau-of Health Manpower OHM) had played a'sharply
increasing role ih -the education of health professipns
inclnding,studefits enrollea\441'schooli of medicine'. However,
the Federal program of Health Professions Scholarships eXpied_
on June 30, 1974.. The result of the change' in the' program was
a create in the availability of scholarship funds-from the--
Fite 1,Year 1974 levels. This,decrease,4in conjunction with

-apparently large reductions in,the formula grant funds and the
special:project grants; resulted in a total decrease in the.
four primary fundigg Categories (formula. grants special
project.grants; student loans, and scholarships) of
.approximately $103 Million between thbN4973-1974'an4_the
1975-197,6 academic yearg. '

BHM
,

'Comparing the aggregate,level of BHM funding With mri.nority
an4-non-minority enrolment, leads-to-the,emergence of an
interesting-pattern. While non-minority enrollment has
cOntinupc -to. increase, ,minority first-year enrollment has
.followed the same pattern of change_ as the levels of BUM
funding except for an apparent one year delay. The sharp
increase in BHM support 111'1973-1974 was reflected in

,'Yincreased minOrity student enrollment d ng the 1974-i97-5-
academic yeai; Similarly, the drop in B ,funding to below
the.FiscaT Year 473 level appeared to re tilt- in a significant
drop in the number of nonrepeating, firs year thinority
'students enrolled in U.S. Aitedical schools% Thus, the'

..,,substantial changes in the two most recent Fiscal Years, after
a generally increasing' trend of funds support,, appears to have
/hid major effects on the entoIlltent levels Of-minority
student in medial education, ,%

4 24
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Several factors may accou forthe apparerit response of
minority enrollment to the s ere reduction in BHM funding.
Minority Students are more pensive candidates for medical
schools than are non-minority students. Thig is because
minority students generally have fewer personal resources to
apply to the cost' of their own'education, and
require a morefavorable mix of grants and loans during the
medicarschopl years. Furthermore, there is a higher
probability (approximately ten times) that a minority student
will have-to repeat one or-more .yearS of their medical

= curriculum to compensate for inadequate undergraduate
education and preparation. This increases the-cost of a
repeating minority graduate .approximately 25 percent.

In a period of plentiful scholarship and loan funds'and
generally expanding enrollment, a medical school may not
hesitate to accept a minority student,although the marginal.
cost of the student'.g. educatio is somewhat higher than that
of-a non-minority studenf. However, in a period of'tighter
funding, the school may not as,readily chooge to accept the
marginally' more expensive minority applicant. Although

,,'additional study would be required- to support the above
hylkothesis, it does seem to fit the-observed facts with
respect to variationg-between minority enrollment and the
availability of financial asstifance!fudds..

4 -A-
_SUMMARY OF_ FINDINGS,_

I ,

The principal-fihdifigs derived from the, analysis of
minority medical student programs may be summarized as follows:

Until Fiscal Year 1974, funds administered.by th4,
Bureau of Heath Manpower played a sharply incrasing-
role in the education- of health 'professionals.
includihg-studentSenrolled in schools of medicine.
However., -the Federal program ofHealth,Professions_
scholafships expired n-June 1974 and-categorical:
general scholarship and direct loan activities for
health prOfessions students are being phased out.
The de(Crease in 'isphol4rship funds from Fiscal Year
'1974 levels, coupled ith reductions- ip/othef fui4ng
categories; resuIted.in a total-reductioh of $103
,011ion in available BHM funds between the 173-1974

f-- wtademid year.and the 19753.1976 academic years..
'J

Although the proportion of BHM fhndang allocated to.. *-
.

minority students is not known the% bstantial,
d cFine in .funding levelsafter a gen 1.1y

reasing trend orfundv.supporthas,h d what
e to besmajor,effects.on the enro 1 ent4evelt

brity students, in medical,s0oo

, -72-

v-
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Specifically; the drop in'BHM fundi i has ,appafently
resulted in a significant drop in th-q-g40.9ir of
first-year minoritistudents enrolled Ai U.S:' medical
schools for the.197571976 aagdemic year,. The number'
of first-year non-minority SUudents, hbwe er, has
continued to rise.

,

With rqgard to recruiting activ'ties, a review of
*medical schools self-categori tion of programs foi
-the 1974-1975 academic year s d thatfield visits
and summer programs were most frequently employed.
Infortalion on program quality and cost was not-
available".

Acadeiic aid programS.consisted'primarily of. tutorial
programs and at special pre - -entry summer program
during the,1974-1975 academic year. The pre-entry

,summer' program is found-more .often at instItutiork
that have a higher' proportion of minority frrst-year-
students,.but the nature and direction of the causal

;; Triks Cannot he demonstrated from available data.
. .

.

,,,limItations-qn.the availability of
---!-,comprOlensilie historical data concerning the -

presence, cost, and quality,of.mihoritelated
. programs.. Comprehensive analy-sis of program impacts
AwFt amai-the-developmentofedata-base-c-anyining
bas-It'prOgram information.-

O
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s. INTRODUCTION 1'

i .,
,

Chapters III through V11,0 this_repopt presntpd,a
vp statistically based analysis of minority enrollment in medical

schools, as well as tfie'relationship between enrollment' ,-

levelsi school characteristics,,and programmafic-activitibs
A.complementary element of this project was- the developtent of
case studies of minority student programs,and enrollment, ,

based on interviews at eight medical schools., The detailed
case studies are presented in the earlfer'Orkand-study.1

;

VIII. CASE STUDY FINDINGS.

. . . , .,

The eight case study schools are'distributed throughout
* the nation: three in the Northeast,, one in the South',..one in,

the Midwest, and three in the West. Two of the institutions
are private and Six are public. AWitionally, enrollment
varies fromian'tnstitution with. small enrollment 'to one with
very large enrollment.' At ea-st two ilistitutions have
experience witch at least one of the minority subgroups
addressed by.the.AAMC Task Force;

SUMMARY OF-CASE STUDY FINDINGS

4
Th6 results of the'case studies are summarized beldw. -.

First, an overview of enrollment patterns-at the eight schdol
is presented. econd, findings regarding recruitment, ..,

admission and retention are presented. Third, the activitie
Of Minori y Affairs Of ,ices; as well as the AmInct ofr the AAMC
Task Force--as it appeared"from the perspectives of the Case
studies--are briefly, discussed.

- .

Overview Of Enrollment Patterns at Case Study Schpors
t

.

,

.,
Exhibit 25 pxeilAts,Sdhool enrellmeht data for the eight

case "stqy,institutions.' All of the eight ,case study schools
have increased their overall Pertentaie of minority student
`enrollment during the -time-Aeriokt. Further; six of the eight
schools 'have increased the percentage of minority,--student .-

4
w.

>A detailed description of'the site visit selection Eritieiai-lnterview

.guidelines, and the case studies themselves_ks contitined-in:, The Orkand

Corporation, o c° Chapter IV and Appendicei A Orough'11.,

.774-
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Exhibtt 25

School Enrdllment-Characteri:stics-
.

1971-72 and 1974 -7,5 Academic Years*

ScKoor Year
'

' Total

,

Slack
Americln

,

American.

.

,

.

Mexican
American

Mainland
Pueito
Rican

'

% Minorities

.

A 74-5
71-2

718/186 69/24
25/16 20-1-----N*7-

271

0/0 '

9/4
1/1 .

11.4/15.6-

4.2/12:2

Er. 74-5
71..2.,

.646/174
548/142

'10/4
10/1

\
0/0
0/0 ...

1/0

0/0
9/3
1/0

, 3.F/4.0
2.0(0.7

.

c

GP

_.
74-5.

71--2

601/147
541/140'

.

. .

26/6
17/7

,

2(2

- 0/0

. ..

5/16
21/10

k,

3/1
0/0

12.6/17.0
,7.0/12.1

_

74 -5
71-2 '

265/72
191/56

..,

3/1

2/1

- 8/3

3/1
.

.

45/15
19/8

4 ''''

0/0
0/0

.

21.5/26.4

. 126/17.9
.

.

`g 74-5. 4
71-2

490/154 .*
333/91

29/16
8/3

6/0
0/0

0/0
WO --

6/0
0/0

p/10:4
/3.o,

F 7475
J1 -2

576/147
50/132

64/i4
68/21

4/1

.2/1
47/13

-.21/7

'1.-.)

0/0

1

20.3/19.7
17.0/21.2

.

G 74-5
7172'.

.'A..

504/138
324/97

.

36/16
17/8.

0/0 .4,

OtO i

' 1/0
.

-0/0 ,
7/3
0/0

,

8.7/13.8
..4..3/7.1 ''

H

4 -5

'71-2

949/249
g12/228

110/32
79/41

/

-'

,

1/0

1/0
5/1
1/1 %.

,

.

. 3/0
0/0

'
,.

..

11.5/13,3
',9.2/17,7

..

,

Wote: During the site vi..it.; individuals from Medical School 13 reported_that

there had been a substantial increase in minority enrollment for 1975.

* The first fivire ih eaci cell -is. 'the number (or', percentage in the-last
category) of students to the entire student body, The second figure is
the number (or percentage.in.tile last categor Y),of first....year students.

.
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representation in their first-year'Classes aver 'the time
1periOd; the remaining two schOls had already achieved fairly
high levels of minority representation by 1971-1972- Overall,b,

six of the eight case study schools had exceeded the AAMC Task
-Force first-year projectioh for the 1974-1975 academie year.

shows the Rercentages of minority populations
in'each of the states in which the,case study schools are
locatted. A comparison of Exhibifs,.25 and 26 shows wide'
differences - -in both directionsbetween the percentage, of
minority population in a state and the perCentage o'f minority
enrollment in the case study school: As discussed in the-

`i.ndivrdual case studies,-thesedifferences can result from the

following: the geographic area-(state,, regional, or national)
froi which the-Student 'body,is drawn; coipetition from'other
sOpols; and variations in school programs and policieS..

Recruitment
.

All schoolfaculty and administrators 'report that they
have Increased their effortsto recruit minority students.
The increase is apparent for all'regions and occurs in private

as well-as publtc-in*titutihns. Three public institutions
(the Southern, Midwestern, and one of 'the Western) have
developed a recruiting system -encompossing all'health,servicess:.
schools while the other modical institutions presently recruit-

,.separately for the medical" school.

Most publicpubltc institutionsfocUs their reCruifirig'activities
within the state in which.they.'are located although the
eastern public institution does attempt a wider recruitment
-effort. Private institutions are more-likely.to.acCept .

out-of-state 'students, but financial constraints hamper the

geographic extent of their_ recruiting efforts. -Medical,
.educators stress that, in their judgment, a decrease in
Pederal,funding would result in a'cbmmensurate decrease in

recruitment activity..

Sevteral mediCd1 educators reporte d that rhadeqUate
counseling of students with respect to. the medical protession

coOrthites significantly to the difficulty some minority,
sudehtliPhavedfter admission. IndiNiduals representing all
three:Northeastern institutions and an individual representing
a,Westernpublic institution reported this-problem:- In.

-, 'response, some institutions have invited college premedical
advisbrsto the medical.school'calpus: Medical school
administratdrs hope that-this action, in.additioli to the
recruitment of individmal'student, will increase the amount
of accurate information available to college students aspiiring-

to'a career in. medicine.--
. ,

fi
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Exhibit 26
)

11.

percent Minority Population in State, by-School: 1970

..

Medical
Schlilor

.

TotaliMinority
% in State

.

Black Amer,
. % in State
"'Population

-

Mexican Amer.
% in State
Populations
.

,

Amer. Indian
% in Statg'--
Population l'

Mainland
. -

Puerto Rican
% in State
Population

B

.

0

-.04.F

.

H

4.

,9.1..

- 17.2
. .

17.0

..

20,8'

37.0.
.

17.0

18.2

12.2 ,

-8.6

f 11.9

7.0
.

1.9

36.8
r

. 7.0

17.8

.T1.2

.4

.

.

g

0.1--

0.1.
r.

9.3

11.7

_

.

9.3'-

0.1'

0.7
-,..

(--

,

*

0.2

0.5

7.2

.

0.2

0.5

. 0.1
,

0.2'

..-

I

,

.

1

,

7 0.4
;.

5.0

0.3

. .

*

0.3

0.2 _

0.-1,

* Leis than 0.1

r Ng



P Admission

During
1

the past few Years all eight- schools Save increased.
their cottitment to minority admission and increased their
overall percentage of minor.ity enrollmtnt., One example is
their increased-willingness to utilize alternative criteria
for:admissions. Several institutions have decreased their
emphasis pn the Medical College.AdMissions Test (MCAT) scores
and Grade Point Averages.

t

44

Although private colleges are less'concerned with in-,state
r.eptrictions with respect to admissionS, the two.prdvate .

institutions studied dQ not admit a greater proportion Of
minority students. The-greater,level'of minority admission
in-thelaublIc institutions than/the private institutions in

. our sample maybe due to seyeral,consideratidns. First, .

private.colleges do not seem able to-afford,an.extensiyt
recruiting process throughout the nation. Second, although
tuition is generally not a factor in the chbice of medical
schoo14-fofminordty as well'as non-minority studentsone of
tlie.prIV'ate institutions visited does ha've a substantially
higher.-tuition rate than,, do other medical colleges.

4, 7

. Third-, the institOtions to which site visits were made
generally,. have substantial-Minority populations residing
within te-!stdte. Thu's, the in-state restriction does not 11,

restrict institutions, with,asizeghle level of minority '7

population in-the state from the minority poor of students.
--Tburth% rectuitment'of.mffdical students is. anew process for.
meditalftchgols. -In -fact, evVyr,medical sehool visited

deluged by lar e numbers of
receives many times ,more applicants than, it can nroll.
the recent past, mtdicalrschooIs
inierested applicants*saw no need to developlan organized

, staff fot.recruItment.
4 ,

;blue medical ,colt eslose:acCepted:students to
more prestigious institutions. ndivAduals, at MediCaI College
D,, a small publte:institution in the West,. were Concerned ,

.about _the loss of'Some of_ t,the bes--aPplicants, This pattern
is more pronounced for, the two Northeatteri-private -
instliAtionS.wSlch have other medical colleges located in t'he
same_tity..:IIndividUals at eight institutions slated that
there )las,been'increased emphatis on minority admission in the
past few years, Intervieweesfrom public institutions were
more,likel,y to, rekort,that therewere,generalized goals for,.
minoXVty:lenrbliment, but most were tvcaieful'to avoid the '

implication of quotas withrespect*to inority,enrollment,,
Individuals representing the twp Kivate institutrOns
,expresSed interest in more =minority students, but ,did nbt

, specify csals. 4



Retention

All eight institutions have,attempted to decrease
attrition and, student repetition by emphasizing 'retention:
_programs. Seven of, the eight medical colleges have summer

4 programs with all:but one summer program presently available
to entering medical-students. One Northeastern private
institution recently increased its three-year program to:Jour
years, thus giving studentS.the opportunity to-attend Ihe-
summer program. The Southern institution condutts the summer
programs for college students ,who are state residentl while
the Midwesterninstitution 4onducts no summer program:-
Additionally, all eight institutions have developed programs
to tutor and counsel students having academic difficulty. 7

This increased emphasis with respect to retention.haS,,
,brought some change to the nature.,of medical schdbl ;

educatibn.' While enrolling tgroup of students-7some of whom'
are perceived to, be educationally disadvantagedmedical
schools have chosen to `provide *courses that often attempt to

rteach what had previously been within the realm of
,

undergradflate college,eaucatiOn. Increased emphasis on
tutorials and cOunseling;is an additional sEep in that
directionn. It is likely' that non-grnority as, well as.minority
students benefit from-some retention programs.

..In six of the eight institutions, minority students have
greater difficulty making regular:academikprogress.- The -. --
extent of*...this tendency 'strongly varies however. 'Individuals
at two public inst.ltutions (West and Midwest) reported that .,
4ere is present-ly.little difference in rates of,repe tion

'between minority an non-drinority _students. Howeverseems
clear that both of tie.private, Northeastern institutions hdve
-difficulty i

Irmo..of time. Yet
same difficulty.

.

Theivariatldn of retention- r is a-comple)Cissue.1
-4 low retention rate may be due to an inadequate tutorial and

,tounsdling progtam or weak students, perhaps both. On th=e
other hind, a high retentibn rate may indicate an excellent
t'uto'rial programN excellent studentsperhaps both. ip

Financial, aid does not seem:t6 affect the continued
attendance of students-in medical school. Several individuals
_at-the Northeastern institutions stated that they d no ot kno'wf:
of any cases where minority or non- minority students have
withdrawn from medical schpol due to,financial difficulty..
Many in4iViduals stated that once a student has been accepted,
the medical, schooli can'develop. a ffnancial package that will
ilLowUhe student i,to complete medAtal. sthaol. Yet, they ..
recognize" that extraor inaty.Onanckal dependency can be ,

k
, ,

AN .

n 'minority students in the normal span 1
of`,the public institutions- report the .

f,

- A

k



another stress that adds' to -existing difficulties students may
have. - All institutipnase almost all aid on financial.
need. 'One Western public institution has 'a substantial amount
of scholarship money set aside fbr minoritylstddents,

/

Only limited information tioith respectto family financial,
statusis.ayailable. Although many non-minority students come
from low income fathilies, there seems to be a greater tendency
for minority students'o come frtim low income families.

-.Minority Affairs Office

An interesting pattern' emerges with respedt to the
presence or, absence of a minority affairs office. All three
Northeastern institutions (tiro private, one .public) have an .

_1 Office of Minority Affairs as does the Southern institution.
Two public Western institutions place organizational ,

responsibility within an Office of Special Education (School
C) or a Special Programs Office (School D). Two-of the public

. institutions -(one Western, one Midwesterh) tiave not developed.
a special organizational responsibility for minority affairs
although'bOthlof the latte-t-institutions have developed
special organi%ations for the ,recruitment of minority stuaeritle

,.

In all eight cases, the presence or absence of an Office'
of Minority Affairs is neither a necessary nor sufficient
condition for success. Institutions that-have not initiated a
special office for minority affairs are not less successful
than are institutions with established Minority .10iffairs:'
Offices The two public medical colleges that haie
established Offices of MinolitY)Affairs seem to have develolo

-.sdccesiful programs without this institdtionalitupport.
Additionally, several institutions' with existing Offices
Minority Affairs are less successful with respect to

:'recruitment and admissions.

%ow

Effect of AAMC Task Force

Although the AAMC Task. Force may have' served as X catal51*,
_

for increasing.the admissionof minority stddents;,0e eight
case-studies indicate that most of the V4sited med401 scheoltq'
.had instituted action regarding minority recruitmeattand _ :

admission .before the, AAMG Task ,Force report. Mos 'often
medical school action resulted from a combinatlo of increased vic.j

sensitivity to minority needs developed during,t 1960t.and.
specific events at each campus. At times; thesrApecific'
events were medical student demonstrations or medical faculty

' anti administration initiatives. At other times', these events
. affected the entire university an& .a university-wide decision '4

'was ma& that only indirectly affected flit medical college.
This general pattern-emerges for all eight medical colleges
regardless of regibn with little yariation between private and

C
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regardless af regibn wits little variation between private and 0



I

public institutions. Therefore, although the AAMC Report may
have.speeded,up and reilforced an ongoing process, there seems
to be no) Indepondent, initiating, effect of the RAMC Task Force
11(eport.

SUMMARX:,' c,
-

'Despite the limitati-ons of the_ case study approach,--
. ,

. including the small _number of schools suApeyed, certain
general conclusions can be draWn which Oftplement the .-

statistical analysis presented in earlier chapters.. Th'ese'
conclusions may be summarized as follows:-,

, .. -

All, schools. surveyed havebecome more active with
respeot:to recruitment of minorities 'arid have
increased--often'significantly7,the number of

, minority students. Mks has led to serious
. .

..

- competit4on am-Ong schools for qualified applicants,:.

. ,
The-effort to increase minority enrolimeni is also
reflected in the willingness of tedical'cdOrleges to

, mfiliie alternative criteria for admissions- Several
institutions. have decreased.their'emphasis 'On MCAT.,,scores and Grade Point Averags.

,

Both admission-and retention of minority students are
,

, being hampered 11 poor pre-medical'counseling and
preparation: Hence, medical lhstitutfons are playing
an increasing role in both areas.

.,

There.is_continued cOncern,- but little factual data,
with regard, student attrition and

.. repetition:AItorigh several schools -reported a
41ekreaie in both 'areas. Financial considerationsdo

i hot appear to be a-signifi5ant cause of these
pl'objems. .1-

-,.
,

4hepresence or absence of a miriofity affairs.office
_ does,nptappear to be q-primary determinant of
success or failure with regaydto the and

.

retention of minority students.
,:

Minofity enrollment had become an important. item on
)-the agenda of most schools prior to the issuance of
< the AAMC report. Hence, the'AAMC Task Fore served
to reinforce rather. than' initiate changes in
attitudes, policies, and programs.' -

,

. .

a
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